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Abstract
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) data has been used for decades to detect oil slicks and
monitoring sea ice. With increased oil and gas exploration in the Arctic follows higher risk
for oil spills. Knowledge of the sea ice and oil spills is important for making clever and
efficient decisions in a hectic and also non-hectic operational situation, e.g., oil recovery
operations or during nautical navigation procedures. The first aim of this thesis is to
understand the potential and limitations of multipolarization SAR data for detecting
and characterizing marine oil spills. The second aim of this thesis involves investigating
the use of real and simulated hybrid-polarity (HP) SAR data for separating different
types of sea ice. The analyses are performed on unique data sets acquired during oil
spill exercises in the North Sea and on sea ice in-situ data collected in Fram Strait. The
potential and limitations of HP mode for oil spill and sea ice applications are evaluated,
and results show that the HP mode is almost as good as the full-polarimetric (FP) SAR
mode. This thesis also recommends FP and HP features suitable for oil slick detection.
These are identified to have a strong connection to oil damping of the small-scale ocean
surface roughness in two-scale Bragg models. Separability of various Arctic sea ice is
evaluated, and results based on both real- and simulated HP data are compared. Overall,
the results indicate a similar separability performance using real- and simulated HP data.
The backscattered signal from oil slicks might be contaminated by various system noise
sources, especially for spaceborne instruments. This will limit the ability to use the data
for any scattering analysis or information extraction of physical oil properties. A set of
well known polarimetric features are shown to be highly influenced by system noise,
both additive and multiplicative. It is demonstrated that including several multiplicative
system noise factors reduces the signal-to-noise ratio. The reasons for what has often been
assumed a different scattering mechanism within oil slicks, frequently termed non-Bragg
in the literature, is concluded to mainly be result of system noise. This thesis also explores
methods that provide complementary information products that could be valuable in the
oil spill recovery process. The methodologies are aimed at creating maps that combine
several SAR images to make products that quantify and visually depict the temporal
evolution of the slick in an easily understandable representation. The work presented
in this thesis adds to the on-going discussion on the use of multipolarization and HP
data for oil spill detection/characterization and sea ice monitoring, including the effect
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Introduction
This thesis explores the potential of using Synthetic Aperture Radar (sar) polarimetry
for observing oil spills and sea ice. The upcoming sections outline the objectives and
motivation of the studies presented in the thesis.
1.1 Motivation
The work presented in this thesis is funded by a Centre for Research-based Innovation
(sfi), the Centre for Integrated Remote Sensing and Forecasting for Arctic Operations
(cirfa). The focus of cirfa is integrating remote sensing and forecasting, understood as
the process of combining remote sensing data from various sensors, in-situ information and
numerical models, for predictions of oceans and sea ice. Since the Arctic is remote, often
cloud-covered, and dark for several months of the year, remote sensing instruments are
key tools for extracting information from these areas. There are currently several satellites
that can be used, and the large amount of available data has created a need for new and
efficient methods capable of extracting useful information. cirfa focuses on the remote
sensing of sea ice, oil spills, and the ocean itself. Due to commercial interests, both shipping
vessels and petroleum rigs have an increasing presence in the Arctic, and remote sensing
instruments are a valuable resource capable of improving operations and monitoring
for potential environmental damage. For example, oil spills at sea have been a serious
problem for a long time and can cause great harm to the environment. Both active and
passive remote sensing systems have proven useful for detecting and also characterizing
oil spills. It is well known that sar can detect oil spills, but recent studies have investigated
1
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the possibility of characterizing the oil in terms of its composition (oil type), thickness,
and/or the oil fraction in the oil/water mixture. In-situ measurements are necessary to
understand and develop algorithms from remote sensing data. Therefore, participation
in various field campaigns and experiments in collaboration with other institutes like the
Norwegian Polar Institute, Norwegian Clean Seas Association for Operating Companies
(nofo), Jet Propulsion Laboratory (jpl), and German Aerospace Center (dlr) has been
a priority. The work presented in this thesis focuses on remote sensing using sar.
Operational sea ice and oil spill services use sar as their main source when producing
sea ice maps, oil spill detection reports, and other products. Operationally, the single-
polarimetric (sp) and the conventional dual-polarimetric (dp) modes are used due to
their large spatial coverage. The conventional dp mode is referred to as having one co- and
one cross-polarization channel. However, these conventional polarization modes do not
offer the high polarimetric information of a quad-polarimetric (qp) (also known as the
full-polarimetric (fp)) system. In the last decade researchers have demonstrated that qp
modes can yield better separation of different sea ice types compared to the conventional
sp and dp modes. The potential of qp modes for distinguishing various types of oils
has also been studied, but this must yet be proven for various oil types under different
environmental conditions. Low backscattering targets, such as oil slicks and some sea ice
types, can be dominated by system noise in remote sensing data. Much research has ignored
the large impact of system noise on the measured signal from these low backscattering
areas. Ignoring system noise can lead to misinterpretation and miscalculation of scattering
properties and information extracted from these targets. More research on separating
system noise from the backscattered signal could therefore be beneficial.
Large spatial coverage, fine resolution, high polarimetric information, and minimal radar
noise are "dream" properties of an imaging mode. Unfortunately, there will always be a
trade-off between these properties. The hybrid-polarity (hp) sar mode was introduced
to improve this trade-off, and has the following advantages: (1) the doubling of the
swath width compared to the qp sar mode; (2) higher polarimetric information than
the conventional dp sar mode; (3) two polarization channels with better signal-to-
noise ratios than cross-polarization channels for ocean applications [Raney, 2007]. The
hp sar transmits a circular polarized wave and receives in linear horizontal and vertical
polarization channels. The hp mode lies within the group of compact-polarimetry [Souyris
et al., 2005]. Currently, the Radarsat Constellation Mission (rcm) (launched June 12,
2019) and ALOS-2 (launched 2014) carries the hp sar mode. RISAT-1 also offered the hp
sar mode, but this instrument is no longer active. Several research communities have
investigated the potential of the hp mode within the fields of sea ice, oil spill detection
and classification, crop monitoring, etc., and the majority have concluded that the hp
mode is almost "as good" as qp sar [Atteia and Collins, 2013,Souyris et al., 2005,Li and
Perrie, 2016,Collins et al., 2013,Espeseth et al., 2017,Panigraphi and Mishra, 2012]. Most of
the published research around the hp mode do not have real hp sar data available, and
thus have to simulate the hp from fp sar data. It still remains to be tested whether real
hp data is as "good" as the fp data.
1.1 MOT IVAT ION 3
Several core topics are explored in this thesis. Figure 1.1 shows which topics are covered
by each paper (Papers I-IV). The four papers are:
Paper I: M. M. Espeseth, S. Skrunes, C. E. Jones, C. Brekke, B. Holt, and A.
P. Doulgeris. "Analysis of Evolving Oil Spills in Full-Polarimetric and Hybrid-
Polarity SAR", IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and Remote Sensing, vol. 55, no. 7,
pp. 4190-4210, July 2017.
Paper II: M. M. Espeseth, C. Brekke, C. E. Jones, B. Holt, and A. Freeman
"Interpreting backscattering from oil spills in view of system noise in polari-
metric SAR imagery", IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and Remote Sensing, 2019,
in review.
Paper III: M. M. Espeseth, C. E. Jones, B. Holt, C. Brekke, and S. Skrunes "Oil
Spill Response-Oriented Information Products Derived from a Rapid Repeat
Time-Series of SAR Images", IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in Applied Earth
Observations and Remote Sensing, 2019, submitted.
Paper IV: M. M. Espeseth, C. Brekke, and M. Johansson, "Assessment of RISAT-1
and Radarsat-2 for Sea Ice Observations from a Hybrid-Polarity Perspective",
Remote Sensing. vol. 9, no. 11, September 2017.
Other published papers (as first author or co-author) that are left out of this thesis, but
listed in Section 6.2, are indicated in Figure 1.1 by relevance to the core topics. These four
papers compose the research contributions of the thesis and the main objectives are:
• To compare the usefulness of various multipolarization sar features from a fp and
hp perspective in relation to oil spill detection, and identify the most important sar
features (fp and hp) when detecting oil spills in high wind conditions (Paper I).
• To evaluate the impact of system noise on polarimetric sar measurements for oil
spill observations, including both additive and multiplicative noise (Paper II).
• To propose algorithms that produce oil spill response-oriented information products
derived from time series of sar images from an operational perspective (Paper III).
• To identify the potential of hp for separating various types of Arctic sea ice and to
demonstrate a technique for comparing simulated and real hp sar data (Paper IV).
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1.2 Thesis Outline
This thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 covers the basic theory of sar and polarimetry.
Chapter 3 provides an introduction to sar remote sensing of oil spills, and Chapter 4
discusses sar remote sensing of sea ice mostly from a hp perspective. Chapter 5 describes
the sar data gathered from the different exercises and campaigns. The paper summaries
and other work are presented in Chapter 6. Papers I-IV are presented in Chapters 7-
10. An innovation project embedded the PhD project, which is a collaborative effort
between cirfa and Kongsberg Satellite Services (ksat), is presented in Chapter 11.




































































































































Figure 1.1: Overview of the four papers presented in this thesis (ellipses), in addition to other
publications (squares) listed in Section 6.2. Each paper is connected to relevant key-
words. The transparent ellipses indicate a weak connection to the key-word.
2
Remote Sensing by SAR
The groundwork anddevelopment of radar instruments startedduringWorldWar II [Jensen,
2000]. Real Aperture Radar (rar) and sar instruments were developed from the 1950s,
and the first public domain orbital sar was provided in late 1970s by National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (nasa). Since then,multiple satellites with sar capabilities have
been launched, for example SEASAT (1978), Radarsat-1 (1995) [Jensen, 2000], Radarsat-2
(2007) [Canadian Space Agency, nd], and TerraSAR-X (2007) [Fritz and Eineder, 2010].
During the last decades, the introduction of polarimetry and different imaging modes in
spaceborne sar has improved monitoring and forecasting capabilities that can be of aid
in environmental crises, and also benefit industrial operators and governments. Science
communities have explored sar polarimetry and its wide potential in many different appli-
cations using methods spanning the field of machine learning to physical modelling.
sar systems are active; the radars provide their own signal to measure the surface
backscatter, which enables monitoring both day and night. sar systems transmit pulses in
the microwave region,which is beneficial since these wavelengths penetrate most cloud and
weather conditions. This is especially suitable in the Arctic, which is covered in darkness
several months of the year and also known for heavy cloud cover.
The upcoming sections describe the sar geometry, spatial and temporal resolution, and
frequency. Additionally, speckle and noise artifacts, surface characteristics, and scattering
mechanisms relevant forsar remote sensing are also discussed as these topics are necessary
background for all the papers.
5
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2.1 SAR Geometry
Figure 2.1 shows the geometry of a side-looking radar, such as rar or sar. The sar
system is mounted on a platform (aircraft or satellite) and records the backscattered
signal, both in range and azimuth direction (see Figure 2.1), resulting in a two-dimensional
image [van Zyl and Kim, 2010]. The two-dimensional image is represented as a matrix
where each pixel, i.e., resolution cell, contains unique information about the reflectivity
of the scatterers. The reflectivity, also known as the backscatter coefficient, and the radar
cross-section (rcs) σ 0, possess unique signatures about the physical composition of the
scatterers. The measured rcs is also impacted by the sensor properties, such as the
frequency, incidence angle, bandwidth, polarization, and system noise.
The sensor travels along the azimuth direction and the side-looking antenna is pointed
in the slant range direction while transmitting electromagnetic (em) pules towards the
ground [Curlander and McDonough, 1991]. The coverage of a scene in ground range
direction is equal to the swath width. The physical size of the antenna (DR ×DA) impacts
the resolution on the ground.
The principal difference between sar and rar is the azimuth compression applied to
the recorded backscattered signal in sar [Curlander and McDonough, 1991]. With this
technique in place, one can achieve extremely fine resolution in the azimuth direction
compared to rar systems.
2.2 Spatial Resolution
Spatial resolution is "the minimum distance between two points on the surface that can
still be separable" [Elachi and van Zyl, 2006]. The resulting two-dimensional sar image
has one resolution in range direction (ground and slant range resolution) and one in
azimuth direction (azimuth resolution). The ground range resolution (δRд) is expressed





where c is the speed of light, Br is the bandwidth of the transmitted pulse, and θ is the
incidence angle. Both rar and sar use frequency modulated chirp pulses with a large
Br to achieve a fine range resolution [Elachi and van Zyl, 2006]. Further, a matched
filter is applied on the recorded backscatter signal to increase the signal-to-noise ratio
(snr) [Curlander and McDonough, 1991].
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Figure 2.1: Simplified illustration of the sar geometry (adapted from Figure 1.6 in [Curlander and
McDonough, 1991]). DA and DR is the antenna length and width, respectively.
where h is the height between the sensor and ground, and λ is the wavelength of the
transmitted em pulse. The azimuth resolution is inversely proportional to the physical
antenna length, and a fine azimuth resolution is achieved with a long rar antenna. The
fine azimuth resolution of sar is achieved as a result of synthesizing a large antenna,
hence the name sar. In order to synthesize a larger antenna, the sar sensor needs to be in
motion while transmitting pulses. After advanced signal processing using the Doppler and






where DA is the antenna length. As seen from Equation 2.3, a small antenna results in
fine resolution. Hence, the sar is distinctive from other radar systems as it improves the
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azimuth resolution by synthesizing a longer antenna.
2.3 Temporal Resolution
The repeat cycle of a satellite is the time it takes for a satellite to pass over the same point
on the Earth’s surface. The repeat time varies along the latitude, and it can take several
days for a spaceborne satellite to revisit the same area with the same orbit. For example,
Sentinel-1 and rcm satellites have a repeat cycle of ∼12 days, whereas Radarsat-2 has ∼24
days 1.
The temporal resolution represents the time it takes for a satellite to cover the same
location, i.e., overlap along adjacent orbits in the imaging swaths. The temporal resolution
gets finer with distance from the equator. It can take less than one day for a spaceborne
satellite to revisit a location in, for example, the Arctic. Combining different satellites
will improve the temporal resolution. The same is true if an imaging mode with a large
swath width (large coverage) is used. Furthermore, using an airborne instrument, e.g.,
Uninhabited Aerial Vehicle Synthetic Aperture Radar (uavsar) allows for fine temporal
resolution. uavsar data with a temporal resolution of less than 20 minutes is explored in
Papers I, II and III.
2.4 Polarimetry
sar instruments transmit em pulses towards the ground, and the em pulses consist of
electric and magnetic fields that are orthogonal to each other. The polarization of the em
wave is defined by the direction of the electric field, and direction and amplitude of the
electric field may be described in terms of two orthogonal basis vectors [Elachi and van
Zyl, 2006]. In general, the em waves are elliptically polarized, and special cases are linear
and circular polarization [Lee and Pottier, 2009].
Various polarizations and frequencies have different sensitivity to the physical properties
of a given surface element, and polarization can therefore provide additional information.
In sar remote sensing, multiple polarization combinations on transmit and receive are
available and one given combination is known as a polarization channel. Available polar-
ization channels vary amongst sensors and also within imaging modes of a sensor. In the
following subsections, a more detailed description of polarization and polarimetric target
descriptors are presented. The concept of compact-polarimetry (cp) – one of the main
topics of this thesis – is also introduced.
1. https://earth.esa.int (accessed 5 September 2019).
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2.4.1 Polarization Diversity
sar instruments can image the surface in different polarimetric modes, referred to as
polarization diversity. Note that "mode" also is a common term when referring to the
different acquisition modes, like the spotlight, stripmap, and scanSAR modes. There are
three main polarimetric modes, namely the qp, dp, and sp mode. The sp mode transmits
and receives using a single polarization. The dp mode employs two polarization channels,
often one copolarization and one cross-polarization channel. The qp mode both transmits
and receives in two polarization channels, resulting in four channels (HH, HV, VH, and
VV).
Most satellites have linear polarizations on the transmitter and the receiver, either horizon-
tal and/or vertical. In current satellite missions, there is a compromise between number
of polarization channels, swath width, and spatial resolution. Over the last decades, cp
has emerged, especially the hp mode [Raney, 2007]. The cp mode employs two channels,
and is therefore categorized as a dp system.
There are three modes established in the cp architecture. The first was introduced
by [Souyris et al., 2005], known as the π/4-polarization mode, which transmits diag-
onally polarized waves (orientated at 45◦) and receives on two linear polarizations. The
second mode, the hp mode, was suggested by [Raney, 2007]. In this case, circular po-
larization is transmitted while receiving linear horizontal and vertical polarizations. The
third cp mode transmits in circular and measures the response in left- and right-hand
circular polarizations, known as the dual-circular polarization (dcp) mode. In dcp and
hp modes, both horizontal and vertical polarizations with different phases are transmitted
simultaneously. The reasons for the large interest in the hp mode is that it provides the
polarimetric benefits from the qp mode, the large swath width from the conventional co-
and cross-polarimetric dp mode, and a simpler implementation of the radar design than
the dcp mode [Raney, 2007].
In the literature, thehpmode has received the most attention, and has also been integrated
in both previous and current satellites (RISAT-1, ALOS, and thercm). This mode is explored
throughout this thesis and in all the included papers. Papers I and IV are particularly
focused on the hp mode.
2.4.2 The Scattering Coefficient
The scattering coefficients holds information about the unique target scattering signa-
tures [Cloude, 2010]. The scattering coefficients are functions of both the sensor properties
(frequency, incidence angle, and polarization) and the unique physical signatures of the
target. In remote sensing, this unique signature is of special interest. Mathematically, the
transformation between the transmitted and the received em wave is [Lee and Pottier,







Etr = [S]Etr , (2.4)
where Etr is the transmitted electric field vector and Esc is the received electric field vector.
[S] is the 2 × 2 complex scattering matrix that contains the scattering coefficients, where
the first (second) subscript represents polarization on transmit (receive). Here, the H and
V denotes horizontal and vertical polarizations. For a qp system the full 2 × 2 scattering
matrix can be measured. For the dp system only two of the scattering coefficients are
available, while the sp system only allows for one scattering coefficient to be measured. If
the complete scattering matrix is known, one can synthesize any arbitrary combination
of transmit and receive, for example synthesizing one of the cp modes [Cloude et al.,
2012,Cloude, 2010]. This is done in Paper I, Paper II, and Paper IV presented in this thesis,
which allows for testing and evaluating the potential of hp modes for applications such as
oil spill and sea ice observation.
2.4.3 Covariance and Coherency Matrix
From the full scattering matrix, the target covariance and coherency matrices can be
calculated. These matrices have been used frequently in various decomposition methods
(for example the H/α decomposition [Lee and Pottier, 2009]) and as input to physical
scattering models. Further, these matrices also form the fundamental basis of polarimetric
feature retrieval. The full covariance and coherency matrix is derived from fp data.
Reciprocity (SHV = SVH ) is often assumed [Lee and Pottier, 2009], which reduces the
covariance and coherency matrices by one dimension. The covariance matrix (C3) and
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where 〈...〉 denotes spatial averaging, T is the transpose operator, and ? denotes the
complex conjugate. The scattering vector in the Lexicographic space, sL, is defined as [Lee
and Pottier, 2009]
sL = [SHH ,
√
2SHV , SVV ]T , (2.7)





[SHH + SVV , SHH − SVV ,
√
2SHV ]T . (2.8)
2.4.4 Hybrid-Polarity
Since the late 1980s research communities have synthesized various polarization on trans-
mit and receive from a fp system. Kennaugh and Huynen first presented how to synthesize
various polarization on transmit and receive using the unitary change of polarization state
transformation [Huynen, 1970,Kennaugh, 1952]. The process of synthesizing various polar-
ization channels is by multiplying the target scattering matrix with unitary matrices that
contain information about the ellipticity angle (χ) and the orientation angle (ψ ) of the
transmitted and received em wave. Figure 2.2 shows, at a given time-step and at a fixed
point in space, an illustration of an elliptically polarized wave. For linear horizontal or
vertical polarization the χ = 0, whereas for perfect left- and right-hand circular polarized
wave the χ = 45◦ and χ = −45◦, respectively [Lee and Pottier, 2009].
The hp sar mode is a subgroup of cp, where the transmitted pulse is either left- or right-
hand circular polarized, with linear horizontal and vertical polarizations on receive [Raney,
2007]. Touzi and Charbonneau [2014] pointed out the challenges with generating a
perfectly circular polarized wave using current technology. A practical consequence of
this is a more elliptically polarized wave rather than circularly polarized in an hp sar
system. This is known as the non-circularity property [Touzi and Charbonneau, 2014].
Paper IV briefly explores the impact of not having a perfect circularly polarized wave when
separating different types of sea ice.
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Figure 2.2: Geometry of an elliptical polarized wave described by the orientation angle (ψ ) and
ellipticity angle (χ). Illustration based on Figure 2.5 in [Lee and Pottier, 2009].
Figure 2.3 gives an overview of the three main cp modes, and three common ways
of working with such modes. The three methods, namely reconstruction, feature re-
trieval, and decomposition, are ways of extracting information about the target. Espe-
seth et al. [2016] tested two existing reconstruction methods and suggest a new one
for sea ice data. This paper is not included as one of the four main papers presented in
this thesis. Decomposition has not been the focus of any of the included papers. This is
because most of the explored targets usually are dominated by surface scattering, and not
double-bounce and volume scattering. Feature retrieval is the method that has received
the most attention in the four presented papers.
The Scattering Vector in HP mode
Any polarization can be synthesized on transmit and receive, as long as the full target
scattering matrix is available. For example, the dp scattering vector of a general (G)
transmit and horizontal (H) and vertical (V) polarizations on receive is defined as [Lee
and Pottier, 2009,Sabry and Vachon, 2014];
k (GH,GV ) =
cos(χt ) (cos(ψt )SHH + i sin(ψt )SVH ) + i sin(χt ) (sin(ψt )SHH + i cos(ψt )SVH )
cos(χt ) (cos(ψt )SHV + i sin(ψt )SVV ) + i sin(χt ) (sin(ψt )SHV + i cos(ψt )SVV )
 ,
(2.9)
where χt and χr are the ellipticity angles, andψt andψr are the orientation angles. The
superscripts t and r represents transmit and receive. The reason for fixing the receive is
because present, current, and future dp sar missions receive in vertical and horizontal
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Figure 2.3: Compact polarimetry steps towards reconstruction, feature retrieval, or decomposition.
polarizations, while the transmit varies between vertical, horizontal, and circular. From
Equation 2.9 several scattering coefficients can be synthesized, for example the hp mode
with right-hand circular transmit and linear horizontal and vertical receive, i.e., χt = ±45,


























Equation 2.10 also demonstrates how the hp mode is simulated from the fp sar system.
This makes it possible to perform a direct comparison between various polarization modes,
such as the fp versus hp sar modes. Such a comparison is performed in most of the
presented papers of this thesis. Equation 2.10 also serves as the starting point for feature
extraction.
The Stokes Vector
The Stokes vector is a useful tool for representing the data collected by an hp sys-
tem [Raney, 2007]. The polarization state of a wave can be described through the Stokes
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vector [Denbina, 2014]. The four real parameters given in the Stokes vector are incoherent,
i.e., have no phase dependency. If the transmitted wave is either left- or right-circularly
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where E is the complex electric field in the subscripted polarization [Raney, 2007], and
L=left-hand circular and R=right-hand circular. Various polarimetric decomposition meth-
ods (see lower right box of Figure 2.3) describing scattering mechanisms have been
suggested using the Stokes vector [Raney et al., 2012,Cloude et al., 2012]. Several features
can be extracted from the Stokes vector, for example the Degree of Polarization (DoP)
and ellipticity χ . The DoP has been connected to the entropy describing the scattering
degree of randomness [Cloude et al., 2012]. Both DoP and χ have been used frequently in
oil spill (see, e.g., [Shirvany et al., 2012,Zhang et al., 2017,Buono et al., 2016b,Nunziata
et al., 2015,Nunziata et al., 2013]) and sea ice (see, e.g., [Li and Perrie, 2016,Dabboor and
Geldsetzer, 2014b,Zhang et al., 2016,Geldsetzer et al., 2015]) studies. These features are
used in three of the papers presented in this thesis.
2.5 Frequency
Frequency plays an important role in the physical interaction between the incident em
wave and the observed surface. The choice of frequency is controlled by the purpose of
the sar mission and its relevant applications. Table 2.1 shows different frequency bands
that are commonly used in sar. In this thesis, frequencies from X-, C-, and L-band have
been explored. Ka- and Ku-bands suffer from high interference from the atmosphere due
to the short wavelengths in these bands. Hence, these bands are not used frequently for
surface studies using spaceborne radar systems.
Frequency band Ka Ku X C S L P
Frequency [GHz] 40-25 17.6-12 12-7.5 7.5-3.75 3.75-2 2-1 0.5-0.25
Wavelength [cm] 0.75-1.2 1.7-2.5 2.5-4 4-8 8-15 15-30 60-120
Table 2.1: Microwave frequency bands [Chuvieco and Huete, 2010].
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2.6 Speckle
Speckle is an inherent property in sar and causes a grainy appearance and is a result
of constructive and destructive interference between many scatterers within a resolution
cell [Lee and Pottier, 2009]. Speckle is a multiplicative noise-like feature that is unavoidable
in sar images. Several advanced filter methods exist (see, e.g., [Lee and Pottier, 2009]) to
reduce the speckle, but a simple method is averaging over a neighborhood of pixels in the
spatial domain. The reduction of speckle is performed after the formation of the image,
and when calculating the coherency or covariance matrix.
Figure 2.4 shows the effect of using a boxcar filter to reduce speckle. The left image in
Figure 2.4 is the VV-intensity (σ 0VV ) without any speckle reduction, while the right image
shows the improved visibility of the oil slicks after applying a boxcar filter with a 9 × 9
window.
Speckle also complicates image analysis like image segmentation and classification of
various surfaces [Lee and Pottier, 2009]. Figure 2.5 shows the segmentation results (using
a regular k-means clustering [Theodoridis and Koutroumbas, 2009]) without and with
speckle reduction using a boxcar filter. A significant effect can be observed from apply-
ing speckle reduction, where most of the oil slick is segmented into one class and the
surrounding clean sea is segmented as another.
Figure 2.4: σ 0VV images of an oil spill from the oil-on-water exercise in 2012. Left: the original σ
0
VV
image. Right: σ 0VV with a boxcar filter with a 9 × 9 window. The Radarsat-2 data and
Products © MDA LTD. 2012 - All Rights Reserved.
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Figure 2.5: Left: Results of segmentation (k-means) on the original VV-intensity image. Right: The
effect of speckle reduction (boxcar filter) when segmenting (k-means) the oil slick.
2.7 Noise Artifacts
Polarimetric sar data contains a great deal of information about the physical interactions
between the incident radar wave and the surface elements. Unfortunately, the measured
and processed sar signal contains various types of unwanted noise. As mentioned in
Section 2.6, speckle is a multiplicative noise-like feature that is unavoidable in sar. sar
images suffer not only from speckle noise, but also additive and multiplicative system
noise sources. It is not possible to fully recover the rcs, but understanding the effects
of various noise types is extremely important to avoid misinterpretations. Noise in sar
data might lead to degraded performance and accuracy of the intended application. The
impact of both additive- and multiplicative instrumental noise is studied in Paper II for
low-backscattering targets like oil slicks. The upcoming sections provide a brief overview
of the various types of noise. This theory is necessary background for Paper II.





















where S is the complex scattering matrix of the target,Rs andTs are effects of the receiving
and transmitting system on the scattering matrix, andN is the complex additive (thermal)
system noise [van Zyl, 1990]. δ1 and δ2 represent cross-talk, whereas δCI represents the
channel imbalance [van Zyl, 1990]. Equation 2.12 only considers cross-talk and thermal
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noise, but there are several additional unwanted noise sources in the measured signal that
reduces the snr. Since the backscatter from oil slicks are low these noise sources might
have a significant impact on the polarimetric sar data covering such areas. The range
and azimuth ambiguities, effects from sidelobes, and degradation due to quantization
when compressing the measured voltage are not considered in Equation 2.12. These noise
sources are just as important as the well known additive system noise when investigating
the signal quality from an oil covered pixel. The upcoming subsections briefly discuss each
of these noise/degradation sources in sar, which are also used in Paper II.
2.7.1 Cross-talk and Channel Imbalance
Any sar mode with more than one channel on either receive or transmit is exposed to
cross-talk and channel imbalance. Cross-talk represents leakage between the polarization
channels, both within the transmitting and receiving channels. Channel imbalance is
inconsistency in amplitude and phase between the polarization channels [van Zyl and
Kim, 2010]. Cross-talk and channel imbalance are both unavoidable. The response in the
cross-polarization channels is much lower than that of the copolarization channels for
most targets and certainly for oil slicks and ocean backscatter. Hence, the leakage is more
serious for the cross-polarization channels.
There are ways of estimating and adjusting the cross-talk and channel imbalance using
the imaging parameters with some assumptions about the scattering medium [van Zyl,
1990,Ainsworth et al., 2006,Quegan, 1994]. Adjusting the cross-talk and channel imbal-
ance might be crucial when, for example, estimating physical parameters from models,
interpreting the scattering physics, and synthesizing (simulating) different polarization
modes.
Cross-talk calibration can only be performed on fp sar data, since the full scattering
matrix is required [Touzi et al., 2010,Freeman et al., 1992]. Cross-talk calibration is already
performed on the fp Radarsat-2 products before being delivered to customers. Estimation
of cross-talk values is not done for uavsar and TerraSAR-X in this thesis study. This is
because the dp (HH-VV) mode is used in TerraSAR-X, and estimation of cross-talk values is
not possible. Cross-talk calibration (see, e.g., [van Zyl, 1990,Ainsworth et al., 2006,Quegan,
1994]) relies on assumption about the scattering surface, and might introduce artifacts
in the data. For the uavsar products, cross-talk calibration is not recommended for
ocean applications, as this might introduce artifacts in the data [personal correspondence
Cathleen E. Jones (JPL)]. Paper II highlights the unique cross-talk values in each of the
investigated sensors.
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2.7.2 Aliasing
Another noise artifact is ambiguity due to aliasing both in range and azimuth direction.
These ambiguities appear as ghost images in the sar data. For example, the ghost of
ships might occur at an azimuth distance from the ship, and can in some unfortunate
cases be located in an oil slick, corrupting the sar data in that area. Azimuth ambiguities
are affected by, e.g., wavelength, pulse repetition frequency (prf), and azimuth antenna
pattern [Cumming and Wong, 2005]. Range and mostly azimuth aliasing reduce the
snr by introducing unwanted signals that are repeated from other targets and mixed
with the desired target signal, and is therefore an important factor to consider for low-
backscattering areas such as oil slicks. Paper II briefly discusses the impact of aliasing in
range and azimuth direction and how these effects can reduce the snr.
2.7.3 Effects from Sidelobes
The signal around a target might be spatially smeared as a result of sidelobes of the antenna
beam pattern. The terms established to measure these effects are the peak-to-sidelobe
ratio (pslr) and integrated sidelobe ratio (islr). These provide an indication of the sar
performance in resolving a weak target in the presence of a strong target (e.g., oil versus
ships) [Cumming and Wong, 2005]. Most of the backscattered energy is measured in the
mainlobe of the antenna beam pattern (see Figure 2.6). Unfortunately, some energy from
adjacent areas will be measured in the sidelobes (like clean sea and ships). The energy
from the sidelobes is unwanted signals, resulting in a reduction in the snr.
The pslr is defined as the ratio between the highest sidelobe value and the peak value
of the mainlobe. The islr is the ratio between the total power in all the sidelobes and
mainlobe [Cumming and Wong, 2005]. The signal is smeared out along and across track if
the ratios of the pslr and islr are high. The effects from the sidelobes can be mitigated
by avoiding areas around ships. But the clean sea pixels surrounding the oil slick will have
a significant effect on the measured signal from the oil slick if the islr is high. Hence
low pslr and islr values are desired, such that low-backscattering areas (e.g., oil slicks)
have minor impacts caused by spillover from adjacent areas, such as clean sea and ships.
The islr is therefore factored into the multiplicative noise ratio in the estimation of the
snr for Paper II.
2.7.4 Quantization Degradation
The sar signal is digitized with an analog-to-digital converter followed by a compression
technique (for example Block Adaptive Quantization (baq)) to improve the data storage
and downlink rate [MDA, 2018]. This introduces degradation noise in the end-product.
This could result in lower snr values (see, e.g., [Vespe and Greidanus, 2012]) especially
impacting low-backscattering surfaces like oil slicks and sea ice leads. In some sensors,

















Figure 2.6: Backscattered signal from sidelobes can be captured by the sensor and cause errors in
the measured signal from the mainlobe.
the Noise-Equivalent-Sigma-Zero (nesz) values provided in the product file includes the
quantization degradation in the estimation of the nominal nesz values. One example is
the nominal nesz provided with TerraSAR-X products [Fritz and Eineder, 2010], which
includes the quantization noise. On the other hand, Radarsat-2 (see [MDA, 2018]) and
uavsar products do not include the quantization noise in the nominal nesz. For example,
as pointed out in [MDA, 2018], the quantization noise levels for Radarsat-2 are estimated
-19dB times the mean signal level for 4-bit baq. This results in larger contributions from
the baq noise for high values of the mean signal level. The quantization noise is therefore
considered in the estimation of the snr in Paper II.
2.7.5 Additive Noise
The additive noise power is contained in the nesz, and consists of system and processing
noise (e.g., thermal noise and in some cases quantization degradation) that is added
to the observed signal from the target. The nesz is defined as the value for which the
radar backscatter coefficient has equal strength to the background noise. nesz varies as
a function of slant range due to the antenna elevation pattern, and also across different
sensors and their imaging modes, as demonstrated in Figure 2.7. Examples of some noise
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Figure 2.7: nesz versus incidence angle (θ) for TerraSAR-X (SSC dp (HH-VV) strip-map mode),
Radarsat-2 (strip-map fine fp mode), and the uavsar (fp mode).
profiles (nesz) of TerraSAR-X, Radarsat-2, and the uavsar are displayed in Figure 2.7.
Since the uavsar instrument operates in a wide range of incidence angles, only one
nesz profile is shown in Figure 2.7. The nesz is lowest for the uavsar sensor, and
this is one of several reasons for this instrument being particularly relevant for oil spill
observation.





where σ 0 is the rcs and σn , is the additive noise power. The snr should be as large as
possible. The snr is often low for spaceborne radar instruments when monitoring low-
backscattering targets like oil slicks, grease, or sea ice leads. This is because the smoothness
of such surfaces reduces the backscatter response from the incident wave.
2.7.6 Additive and Multiplicative Noise
Most oil spill sar studies ignore the noise issue or only considers additive noise power using
the nominalneszwhen performing a noise analysis,which includes a comparison between
the nesz and the rcs. The impact of islr, mostly azimuth aliasing, and quantization
noise depends on the mean signal level in the scene. These system noise sources are often
left out, but should be included in order to achieve a realistic estimate of the snr. Since
these noise sources depend on the mean signal level in the scene, their effects increase
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with the mean signal level. These noise factors are called multiplicative system noise due
to their dependency on the mean signal level in the scene, but are in fact another additive
noise contribution to the measured signal. The multiplicative-noise-ratio (mnr) is a sum
of islr, quantization-noise ratio (qnr), and ambiguity ratio (in linear units). Paper II
demonstrates the negative impact these noise sources have on the snr. Paper II suggests
the following model (based on [Hensley et al., 2014]) for the measured rcs (σ 0,m)








MNR = ISLR + 1/QNR +AMBt (2.15)
where AMBt is the total ambiguity-to-signal ratio. Since oil slicks are usually surrounded by
clean sea, the signals from clean sea areas are repeated (due to aliasing) in the oil-covered
areas by a factor equal to AMBt × σAVGpq (aliased power). A more accurate representation
of the snr should therefore include both the additive and multiplicative system noise, i.e;
SNRpq =









Paper II demonstrates how Equation 2.16 is used and estimated from three different sar
sensors covering oil slicks and clean sea.
2.8 Surface Characteristics
The backscattering signature is highly dependent on the surface characteristics (e.g.,
roughness and dielectric constant) and sensor properties (e.g., frequency, polarization,
incidence angle). The roughness and dielectric constant are discussed in the upcoming
sections.
2.8.1 Roughness
High frequency em waves, i.e., X-band (see Table 2.1), interacts with smaller surface ele-
ments than lower frequency waves. Scattering from a rough surface depends strongly on
the frequency [Elachi and van Zyl, 2006]. Figure 2.8 shows an example of VV-intensity im-
ages from TerraSAR-X (X-band) and uavsar (L-band). For a constant roughness spectrum,
the rcs increases with the fourth power of the frequency [Elachi and van Zyl, 2006]. The
surface roughness and its relation to the incident frequency/wavelength is often described
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where sh is the standard deviation of the surface height, λ is the wavelength of the incident
wave, and θ is the incidence angle.
The X-band radar observes a rougher sea and more pronounced wave pattern compared to
the longer wavelength L-band uavsar (see Figure 2.8). The roughness plays an important
role when monitoring both oil and sea ice. In oil spill remote sensing, the roughness of the
sea is influenced by the wind and ocean conditions, which again will impact the oil-sea
contrast. More theory of the roughness in relationship to oil spills and its dampening
effects on surface waves is discussed in Chapter 3.
Figure 2.8: VV-intensity of TerraSAR-X (left) and uavsar (right) acquired over four oil slicks that
were released during the oil-on-water exercise in 2015. TerraSAR-X ©2015 Distribution
Airbus DS, Infoterra GmbH. uavsar data are courtesy of nasa/jpl-Caltech.
2.8.2 Dielectric Properties
The dielectric constant (ϵr ) of the surface medium impacts the interaction between the
incident em pulse and the surface. The dielectric properties together with the frequency
of the incident wave controls the penetration depth. Lower frequencies penetrate deeper
into the surface than higher frequencies. The penetration depth (δp) is defined as the
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where =(·) is the imaginary part, ϵr is the relative dielectric constant consisting of both a





where f is the frequency of the transmitted em wave and c is the speed of light. For
example, water has a high dielectric constant (both in real and the imaginary parts), and
the penetration depth is therefore lower in water compared to pure ice, which has a much
lower dielectric constant. Although the dielectric constant of oil is much lower than clean
sea (see, e.g., [Minchew et al., 2012,Brekke et al., 2014]), most slicks are too thin for their
dielectric properties to significantly influence the backscattered signal.
2.9 Scattering Mechanisms
The scattering mechanism defines how the incident em wave from the satellite interacts
with the target. In general, surface, double-bounce, and volume scattering are the three
main scattering mechanisms. Within each category, more complex scattering models can
be used that include for example physical interactions within multiple layers (air-snow-
ice-water). The measured backscatter signal might be a mixture of one or more scattering
types, as a result of several scattering mechanisms occurring within a single resolution
cell.
The majority of the papers in this thesis focus on surfaces that are dominated by surface
scattering, but some of the papers also discuss volume scattering in context of sea ice or
as misinterpreted scattering from oil slicks. As such, only surface and volume scattering is
presented in the upcoming sections.
2.9.1 Surface Scattering
Surface scattering, also known as single-bounce scattering, occurs when the incident
wave has dispersed only once by the surface boundary between two media (often air
and the surface element). There are three main surface scattering scenarios that are
controlled by the roughness; (1) smooth surface; (2) slightly rough surface; and (3) a
very rough surface [Chuvieco and Huete, 2010] (see Figure 2.9). In the smooth surface
scenario, the incident wave is reflected away from the sensor (specular reflection). For a
slightly rough surface, the incident wave is divided into two components; specular and
diffuse (Lambertian). If the surface is very rough, the backscattered signal is completely
diffuse, and a response is generated in all the polarization channels [Cloude, 2010]. No
depolarization occurs for a perfectly smooth surface with no out-of-plane tilt [Cloude,
2010], which means no response in the cross-polarization channels. However, if the surface
is slightly tilted, a depolarization effect is generated, and a response is introduced in the
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cross-polarization channel.
Figure 2.9: Scattering from surfaces with different roughness conditions.
Bragg scattering is a type of surface scattering where the backscatter return from the
surface possesses the typical resonant scattering. This occurs when the incident wave’s
wavelength projected onto the surface is in resonance with the ocean waves [Valenzuela,
1978]. Bragg scattering is an important factor in several of the papers (Papers I-III), and
is thus discussed further in Chapter 3. Further, sea ice with various roughness is also
investigated (Paper IV), and surface scattering again plays an important role in the set of
features that are selected and investigated throughout the papers.
2.9.2 Volume Scattering
Volume scattering occurs within heterogeneous bulkmaterials with varying particle density
and particle distribution that contain local dielectric property variations [Cloude, 2010].
As discussed in Section 2.8.2, frequency, and dielectric properties are two important factors
that control the penetration depth. The penetration depth lays the foundation for the
dominant scattering type. If the dielectric constant of the scattering element is large,
little transmission into the material occurs and thus little or no volume scattering takes
place [Tucker III et al., 2013]. However, a higher penetration depth might allow for possible
volume scattering to occur within the material, for example multi-year ice [Tucker III
et al., 2013]. When volume scattering occurs, a response is generated in all the polarization
channels.
There have been several studies within oil spill remote sensing claiming that volume
scattering is part of the non-Bragg scattering occurring in oil slicks. One possible origin
of volume scattering within the oil slick is breaking waves [Cloude, 2010], which often is
classified as the non-polarized component in the non-Bragg scattering group [Alpers et al.,
2017]. Unfortunately, system noise has often been misinterpreted as volume scattering
measured in the backscattering response from oil slicks. This is the main topic of Paper II,
where the influence of various system noise sources in the polarimetric measurements of
radar-dark surfaces is explored.
3
SAR Remote Sensing of Oil Spill
Oil spills in the ocean due to human activities have a major and immediate impact on
the marine ecosystem. Oil spills might originate from e.g., a pipeline leakage, illegal and
legal discharge from vessels/platforms, or accidents. With approximately 8000 platforms
and offshore facilitates in the World’s oceans [Coleman, 2003], in addition to shipping,
fishing, and tourism, there are many potential sources for oil spills. Another marine
pollution is natural seeps from the seafloor, which are the largest source of oil entering
the ocean [NOAA, nd].
Oil slicks are detected as dark spots in sar images due to oil’s damping effect on the
capillary and small gravity waves. sar is the main tool for oil spill monitoring, both
operationally (see, e.g., [Ferraro et al., 2010]) and also within research (see, e.g., [Skrunes
et al., 2014,Brekke et al., 2014,Migliaccio et al., 2009a,Wismann et al., 1998,Solberg et al.,
2004]). For example, oil spill detection reports from ksat are delivered daily to customers
around the world. In research, most work has focused on the characterization aspect of the
oil, i.e., investigating whether there is any additional information that can be extracted
from oil slicks after detection.
The use of optical instruments has been valuable in terms of identifying different oil zones
that can be connected to oil thickness according to the Bonn agreement oil appearance
code [BAO, 2017]. Additionally, infrared (IR) sensors could potentially detect relative
thickness variations within oil slicks [Fingas, 2011]. Unfortunately, one major disadvantage
of optical instruments is the need for an external illumination source, like the Sun, and
cloud-free view of the target area. sar is independent of these factors, and therefore an
extremely useful tool when monitoring oil slicks. Figure 3.1 demonstrates this and shows
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the Landsat-8 panchromatic band and the VV-intensity from the uavsar. It is impossible
to see the oil in the Landsat-8 image due to clouds, cloud shadows, and/or sun glint
conditions. The sar image, on the other hand, clearly shows the oil slick.
It is well known that a single polarization channel system can detect oil slicks. Over the
last decades, sar polarimetry has been explored with the intention of extracting even
more information from oil slicks and for improving the oil detection performance. The
successive sections provide the necessary background for Papers I-III.
Figure 3.1: Left: Landsat-8 image (Landsat-8 product provided by USGS/NASA Landsat Program).
Right: VV-intensity from uavsar. uavsar data courtesy of nasa/jpl-Caltech.
3.1 Oil Properties and Weathering Processes
The term "oil" is used to describe a wide variety of natural substances of plant, animal, and
mineral origin. Crude oil and derived petroleum products contain dozens of major hydro-
carbon compounds and thousands of minor ones [Coleman, 2003] generated by geological
and geochemical processes. The fate and behaviour of oil in the marine environment
are controlled by several physical properties like viscosity, density, solubility, and surface
tension [Fingas, 2011]. Viscosity is the oil’s resistance to flow, and low viscosity oils move
readily compared to higher viscosity oils [Fingas, 2011]. High viscosity oils also tend to
weather more slowly compared to low viscosity oils [Coleman, 2003]. The density is used
by the petroleum industries to define light or heavy crude oil types and is an important
property that indicates whether a certain oil will sink or float in water [Coleman, 2003].
Solubility in water is a measure of the amount of oil that will dissolve in the water on a
molecular basis [Coleman, 2003].
These oil properties impact the efficiency of cleanup operations [Fingas, 2011] and change
as the oil weathers on the sea surface. When crude oil is released onto the sea surface, it
starts to undergo various physical (emulsification, evaporation, dissolution) and chemical
(oxidation) weathering- and transport processes. These include spreading, dispersion
and entrainment, sinking and sedimentation, partitioning and bioavailability, as well as
stranding [Coleman, 2003]. Figure 3.2 illustrates these processes. All these processes alter
the oil composition and oil thickness at the surface, which again influences the interaction
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process between the incoming sar pulses and the oil.
Figure 3.2: Weathering processes acting on an oil spill. The figure is from [Skrunes, 2014] and
adapted from [ITOPF, 2002].
The wind and ocean currents play important roles in the oil slick transport (both hori-
zontal and vertical movements) and weathering processes. The spreading of the oil is not
necessarily uniform, and previous studies have found that more than 90% of the oil is
located in less than 10% of the slick area [Hollinger and Mennella, 1973]. Furthermore,
the weathering and wave actions cause the oil to mix with water. These factors might
result in potential zoning within oil slicks. The wave-driven transport, known as the Stokes
drift, as well as the ambient ocean current, transports the oil particles. Additionally, the
oil slick drifts with approximately 3.5% of the wind speed [Schwartzberg, 1971]. Vertical
movements contribute to mixing into the water column, which might lead to dispersion
and break-up of the oil slick. Jones et al. [2018] compared a uavsar time series with an
oil drift model (OpenDrift) to simulate the oil transport. Different oil types were released
on a high-wind-driven sea surface. The authors discovered that by comparing the uavsar
observations with the model simulations, one type of oil (biogenic oil) was shielded from
the Stokes- and surface wind drift, and moved due to the Eulerian currents. This was a
result of the vertical mixing into the water column, and only a few percents of the biogenic
oil droplets were at the surface. On the other hand, a crude oil emulsion with 80% oil and
20% water drifted with the surface wind and Stokes drift, as well as the Eulerian currents.
Based on the results from [Jones et al., 2018], it is clear that different types of oil react
differently to these external drag forces.
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3.2 Limitations of Oil Spill Observations by SAR
The sar instrument is a valuable tool for oil spill monitoring, but there are several
limitations associated with both detecting and characterizing the oil. Some examples are
separating look-alikes from mineral oil, wind speed-, and sensor limitations.
3.2.1 Look-alikes
Mineral oil slicks produce a low-backscattering signature in sar imagery. Unfortunately,
several other phenomena also exhibit the same low-backscattering signatures. These are
called oil spill look-alikes, and can be caused by low wind areas, natural biogenic slicks,
wind shadowing due to coastal topography or man-made objects, rain cells, newly formed
sea ice, upwelling, and internal waves [Clemente-Colón and Yan, 2000]. The most studied
oil spill look-alike in sar imagery is natural biogenic slicks (e.g., from algae and bacteria).
As with mineral oil slicks, natural biogenic slicks will also dampen the capillary and small
gravity waves [Fingas and Brown, 2014]. Therefore, several studies have explored sar
polarimetry and different sensors to separate the backscattered signal from mineral oil
spills and biogenic surface films [Alpers et al., 2017], with various outcomes of success in
specific cases. Natural biogenic slick areas are expected to form a monomolecular film on
the sea surface due to their chemical composition [Hühnerfuss, 2006]. In contrast, crude oil
or emulsified oil have a different composition than natural biogenic slicks, and the thickness
of the crude oil is orders of magnitude higher than the monomolecular films [Hühnerfuss,
2006]. Efforts have been made in separating biogenic films from mineral oil spills using
polarimetry (see, e.g., [Skrunes et al., 2014,Salberg and Larsen, 2018,Singha et al., 2013]),
damping ratio (see, e.g., [Gade et al., 1998]), and multifrequency data (see, e.g., [Gade
et al., 1998]). Figure 3.3 shows an example of an oil slick in near vicinity of an oil spill
look-alike, which could either be a low wind area, ocean fronts, and/or a natural biogenic
slick. The oil slick shown in Figure 3.3 was released close to this look-alike area, and
identifying a way of separating the oil slick from the look-alike is extremely challenging.
Paper I explores different polarimetric features as a function of time for one plant oil
(simulant to biogenic slick) against three mineral oil emulsions.
3.2.2 Wind Speed Limitations
The wind is the main factor controlling the ocean surface roughness, and oil spill detection
can only be performed in a limited range of wind speeds. If the wind speed is too low,
the oil slicks are too similar to the calm smooth sea areas [Girard-Ardhuin et al., 2005]. If
the wind is too strong, the oil might break and/or sink due to the turbulence of the upper
surface layer. This might limit detection and also any discrimination between mineral oil
and look-alikes. The optimal wind speed has been reported to be in the range 2-3 m/s to
10-14m/s [Alpers and Hühnerfuss, 1989,Singh et al., 1986].
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Figure 3.3: Sentinel-1 image of an oil slick in vicinity of oil spill look-alikes (most likely low wind
areas, ocean fronts, or natural biogenic slicks).
3.2.3 Sensor Limitations
Each sar sensor and its imaging modes have a variety of properties that impact the oil
slick detection and characterization capabilities. It is well known that the backscatter
response depends on the incidence angle. At low incidence angles specular reflection
becomes important [Alpers et al., 2017,Gade et al., 1998], and the contrast between oil and
the surrounding clean sea is low (see, e.g., [Minchew et al., 2012] for the copolarization
channels). Low signal return from both oil slicks and clean sea occurs at high incidence
angles [Minchew et al., 2012]. At higher incidence angles, less oil damping of the sea
surface waves has been reported [Minchew et al., 2012], and sensor noise might also start
to dominate the measured signal [Alpers et al., 2017]. As discussed in Section 2.7 several
noise sources like thermal noise, quantization noise, sidelobe effects, and ambiguities
will dilute the backscattered signal from oil slicks, and hamper any characterization and
extraction of physical parameters like dielectric properties and volumetric fraction of
oil.
Further, the temporal resolution of each satellite is poor, which limits the possibility of a
high quality time series of drifting and evolving oil. However, due to the increasing number
of active and planned satellites and microsatellites, the overall temporal resolution will
improve if several sensors are combined. The search for oil spills requires a large swath
width, which comes at a cost of few polarization channels and/or poorer spatial resolution.
The use of hp modes can mitigate this as the polarimetric information level is somewhat
comparable to a fp sar system and offers twice the swath (or finer resolution) as a fp
sar system (see Section 2.4.4). The spatial resolution decides the minimum oil slick that
is possible to detect, as coarse resolution modes might miss small oil slicks and also limit
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observation of internal variations within the slick.
3.3 Sea Surface Scattering
The dominant scattering mechanism from the ocean is Bragg scattering, i.e., surface
scattering. This is the most important scattering mechanism of the interaction between
the em wave and the ocean surface [Valenzuela, 1978]. However, typical Bragg scattering
from the ocean might be influenced if an oil slick pollutes the clean sea area and introduces
other effects that must be included. The polarization of the incoming em wave also plays
an important role in the scattering process, as the return for vertical polarization is greater
than for horizontal polarization [Wright, 1968]. Further, the backscattering response
increases as the incidence angle decreases and with increasing wind, i.e., rougher sea
surface [Wright, 1968,Valenzuela, 1978]. The upcoming sections discuss some of the most
frequently used scattering models for ocean surface scattering.
3.3.1 Scattering Models
The backscattering response over the ocean comes from small- to large-scale roughness
components controlled by several processes like the wind andwave-wave interactions [Holt,
2004]. According to the Bragg scattering theory, the incident em wave is backscattered
by the wind-generated short wave component (Bragg waves) of the ocean surface waves,
whose wavelengths (λB) are on the same order as the em signal (λ) with the following
relation:
λB = λ/(2 sinθ ) (3.1)
where θ is the incident angle of the radar. According to the first order Bragg scattering
model (also known as the small perturbation model (spm)) the backscattering coefficients
are generated in the following manner;
σ 0pq(θ ) = 4πk
4 cosθ |Rpq |2W (2k sinθ , 0) (3.2)
where p and q denotes the polarization of the incident and backscattered signal, θ is
the incidence angle of an untilted horizontal plane,W (·) is the two-dimensional ocean
wave spectral density, and k is the wavenumber. The Bragg scattering coefficients Rpq are
expressed as [Valenzuela, 1978]:
RHH (θ , ϵr ) =
cosθ −
√
ϵr − sin2 θ
cosθ −
√
ϵr + sin2 θ
(3.3)
RVV (θ , ϵr ) =
(ϵr − 1)(ϵr (1 + sin2 θ ) − sin2 θ )
(ϵr cosθ +
√
ϵr − sin2 θ )2
(3.4)
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where ϵr is the relative dielectric constant. The Bragg scattering model simulates the
backscatter from small-scale ocean surface roughness (at the Bragg wavelength), and
excludes any effects of tilted facets that model longer waves, also known as large-scale
roughness. Therefore, no cross-polarization nor depolarization effects are generated with
this model. The longer waves will modify these short Bragg waves which impact the
measured sar signal [Vachon et al., 2004]. Figure 3.4 illustrates this concept, where the
short waves, i.e., Bragg waves, rides on the longer waves. Scattering from each rough
facet is evaluated by the first-order Bragg scattering model [Iodice et al., 2011]. Various
two-scale models have been suggested for modelling the backscatter of both small- and
large-scale ocean surface roughness components as illustrated in Figure 3.4. Examples of
two-scale models are the tilted Bragg [Valenzuela, 1978], X-Bragg [Hajnsek et al., 2003],
and the polarimetric two-scale model [Iodice et al., 2011]. Each of these two-scale models
has a different approach to modeling the tilts, slopes, and/or rotation of the surface
facets. Only the intensities are generated in the tilted Bragg model, whereas the entire
covariance/coherency matrix can be simulated from the X-Bragg and the polarimetric
two-scale models. The tilted Bragg model has been the most frequently used for oil spill
remote sensing, and in this case the backscattering response is modeled as [Valenzuela,
1978];
σ 0HH (θi ) = 4πk
4 cos4 θi
 ( sin(θ +ψt i ) cos ζt isinθi
)2







W (2k sin(θ +ψt i ), 2k cos(θ +ψt i ) sin ζt i )
(3.5)
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4 cos4 θi
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(3.6)
σ 0HV (θi ) = σ
0
VH (θi ) = 4πk
4 cos4 θi
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|RVV (θi ) − RHH (θi )|
2 ×W (2k sin(θ +ψt i ), 2k cos(θ +ψt i ) sin ζt i )
(3.7)
where θi is the local incidence angle relative to the tilted facet. The tilts are defined
by ψt i and ζt i , where the normal to the facet deviates from the vertical by ψt i in the
incidence plane and deviates by an angle ζt i in the plane perpendicular to the plane
of incidence [Valenzuela, 1978]. It can be seen from Equations 3.5-3.6 that the ratio of
σ 0HH /σ
0
VV cancels the ocean wave spectrumW (·), i.e., the small-scale ocean surface rough-
ness. Unfortunately, the tilted Bragg model cannot be used for modelling the response
from a hp sar system, since the co- and cross-polarization intensity coefficients are no
longer available in hp. The X-Bragg model in [Hajnsek et al., 2003] or the polarimetric
two-scale model in [Iodice et al., 2011] outputs the 3 × 3 covariance/coherency matrix.
The backscattering coefficients for a hp sar can be modelled using the X-Bragg and the
polarimetric two-scale models, since a connection between the hp and the covariance/co-
herency matrix exist [Raney, 2007]. The X-Bragg model is an extension of the spm, where
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the complex scattering matrix is [Hajnsek et al., 2003, Iodice et al., 2011]:
S = asR(ϕ)
[
RHH (θi , ϵr ) 0
0 RVV (θi , ϵr )
]
RT (ϕ) (3.8)
where |as |2 = k4r cos
4(θi )W (·) contains factors related to the small-scale roughness like
the small-scale ocean surface roughness, incidence angle, and wave number. The tilt of
the facet causes a rotation of the local plane of incidence around the look direction by an
angle ϕ [Lee et al., 2000]. R(ϕ) depends on the radar look angle and the surface slope
(range and azimuth directions) or large-scale roughness [Cloude, 2010,Lee et al., 2000],














 RHH (θi , ϵr ) cos
2 ϕ + RVV (θi , ϵr ) sin2 ϕ
cosϕ sinϕ(−RHH (θi , ϵr ) + RVV (θi , ϵr ))
· · · ·
· · · ·
cosϕ sinϕ(−RHH (θi , ϵr ) + RVV (θi , ϵr ))
RVV (θi , ϵr ) cos2 ϕ + RHH (θi , ϵr ) sin2 ϕ
 .
(3.10)
From Equation 3.8, the covariance and coherency can be estimated. The X-Bragg can be
used to model the complex scattering vector for a hp system in the following manner [Sal-
berg et al., 2014]:









 RHH (θi , ϵr ) cos
2 ϕ + RVV (θi , ϵr ) sin2 ϕ +
cosϕ sinϕ(RVV (θi , ϵr ) − RHH (θi , ϵr )) −
j(cosϕ sinϕ(RHH (θi , ϵr ) − RVV (θi , ϵr )))
j(RHH (θi , ϵr ) sin2 ϕ + RVV (θi , ϵr ) cos2 ϕ)
 .
(3.11)
From Equation 3.11, the hp covariance matrix and the Stokes vector can be estimated.
Both the tilted Bragg and X-Bragg are two-scale models that extend the spm model with
tilted/rotated facet, but the difference between tilted Bragg and X-Bragg is in how they
model the tilt. X-Bragg uses a single rotation angle, whereas the tilted Bragg uses two tilt
angles. There is a connection between the rotation angle in X-Bragg model and the two tilt
angles in the tilted Bragg model, which was demonstrated in [Salberg et al., 2014]. Both
the tilted Bragg and X-Bragg models are used in Paper I, and other studies using these
models are [Minchew, 2012,Minchew et al., 2012,Salberg et al., 2014,Yin et al., 2015,Buono
et al., 2019,Buono et al., 2016a].
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Figure 3.4: Illustration of small- and large-scale ocean surface roughness. The roughness within
each facet is considered as the small-scale roughness,whereas the large-scale roughness
is composed of many tilted facets. Figure adapted from [Holt, 2004,Shokr and Sinha,
1985].
3.4 Oil Slick Detection and Characterization
Oil slicks dampen the capillary and short gravity waves resulting in reduced backscatter
compared to the surrounding sea [Fingas and Brown, 1997]. The oil slicks are seen as dark
patches in sar images, and the contrast is controlled by several factors like sensor prop-
erties (e.g., frequency, polarization, incidence angle), oil slick characteristics, weathering
processes, and environmental conditions. As mentioned in Section 2.8.1, roughness and
dielectric properties are two main factors impacted by oil slicks, i.e., through damping of
the small scale ocean roughness and a change in the dielectric properties between the oil
slick and clean sea, where both factors result in a reduction in the backscattered signal.
Polarimetric features are a key tool when analyzing the detection capabilities within both
fp anddp sar products, as features vary in their detection and characterization properties.
The upcoming section highlights the concept of polarimetric features and how these can
be used in both detection and characterization of oil slicks.
3.4.1 Polarimetric Features
The traditional sp sar systemwas first usedwhenmonitoring oil spills. Since the sp system
provides only one polarization channel, information such as the geometry and shape of
the oil patch, oil-sea contrast, contextual features (wind history, location relative to ships,
oil rigs, and shore), and texture were used to describe the segmented low-backscattering
regions [Brekke and Solberg, 2005]. Over the last decade, the use of multipolarization
features for detection and characterization purposes of low-backscattering ocean areas
has been discussed frequently in the literature [Skrunes et al., 2014, Brekke et al., 2014,
Migliaccio et al., 2009a, Brekke et al., 2017, Migliaccio et al., 2005, Zhang et al., 2017,
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Skrunes et al., 2018,Salberg and Larsen, 2018,Singha et al., 2016,Li et al., 2016,Migliaccio
et al., 2009b]. For several years, polarimetric features have been applied on all kinds
of fp sar data acquired under various wind- and ocean conditions and for different
oil types. Polarimetric features are in general extracted from fp sar products, but can
also be extracted from dp sar data when the two polarization channels are combined.
Polarimetric features have seen extensive use when attempting to separate biogenic slicks
frommineral oil slicks [Migliaccio et al., 2009b,Zhang et al., 2011,Skrunes et al., 2014,Zhang
et al., 2017,Salberg and Larsen, 2018]. The polarimetric features are often used as input
to various classification algorithms (see, e.g., [Salberg and Larsen, 2018, Zhang et al.,
2017, Skrunes et al., 2014]), and/or separability measures when exploring the different
polarimetric features’ suitability for, e.g., detecting the oil and/or differentiating between
types of surface films.
Polarimetric features extracted from hp sar data have been increasingly discussed and
studied in the literature [Nunziata et al., 2015,Salberg et al., 2014,Zhang et al., 2017,Brekke
et al., 2017,Espeseth et al., 2017,Li et al., 2016]. The large interest is caused by the possibility
of doubling the swathwidth compared to a fp sar system,while at the same time retaining
enough polarimetric information to describe the surface element. For oil slick monitoring
this is beneficial as a large swath is necessary to cover a vast area. The fp features are
extracted from both the sample covariance and coherency matrices, whereas the simulated
hp features are extracted from the Stokes vector and the sample hp covariance matrix.
Previous studies have investigated oil slick detection performance using features extracted
from a simulated hp system and often compared the performance with features extracted
from a fp system [Salberg et al., 2014,Zhang et al., 2017]. The results indicate a similar
oil detection performance between a fp and hp system.
The features investigated in this thesis are grouped by their sensitivity to the physical
parameters based on the two-scale Bragg models presented in Section 3.3. These are the
small- and large-scale ocean surface roughness, incident angle, tilt angles, and the relative
dielectric constant. Paper I identified two feature categories, shown in Table 3.1. In general,
all the non-ratio-based features are found in category I and depends on small- and large-
scale ocean surface roughness, relative dielectric constant, and incident angle, whereas the
ratio-based belong to category II and depend on the large-scale ocean surface roughness,
tilt angles, relative dielectric constant, and incident angle, i.e., they are independent of
the small-scale roughness.
Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show examples of one feature from category I (the span), and one
feature from category II (copolarization ratio). Here, based on visual inspection, the
contrast between oil and the surrounding clean sea is higher for the span (category I)
than the copolarization ratio (category II). In Figure 3.6, the top-most oil slick (a plant oil
release during the oil-on-water exercise in 2013) is almost impossible to detect using the
copolarization ratio, while it is visible using the span. The low visibility of the plant oil in
the copolarization ratio is most likely due to the cancellation of the small-scale roughness
(according to the two-scale Bragg models), which contains information about the damping
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Table 3.1: Overview of the two categories that multipolarization features can be grouped into
based on the two-scale Bragg models presented in Section 3.3.




Category II Large-scale roughness
(ratio-based) Incidence angle
Dielectric properties
of the small ocean waves. Since the plant oil forms a monomolecular layer, the em wave
penetrates the oil to scatter from the water. Hence, the dielectric constant of the plant oil
will not influence the backscattered signal. The span (category I) shows higher contrast for
the plant oil, indicating that the small-scale roughness is an important factor for detecting
the plant oil.
Oil slicks seen in polarimetric sar data are particularly susceptible tomisinterpretation due
to noise contamination, and the behaviour of these polarimetric features in the presence
of noise contamination is explored in Paper II.
Figure 3.5: Pseudo-color images of the span (left panel) and copolarization ratio (right panel) of
a Radarsat-2 acquisition (June 2012) covering mineral oil slicks from NOFO’s oil-on-
water exercise in 2012. The Radarsat-2 data and Products © MDA LTD. 2012– All Rights
Reserved.
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Figure 3.6: Pseudo-color images of the span (left panel) and copolarization ratio (right panel) of
a Radarsat-2 acquisition (June 2013) covering plant oil (top-most slick) and mineral oil
from NOFO’s oil-on-water exercise in 2013. The Radarsat-2 data and Products © MDA
LTD. 2013 – All Rights Reserved.
3.4.2 Damping Ratio
The damping ratio (DR) is a measure of the contrast between the oil and the surrounding
clean sea [Gade et al., 1998], and is defined as
DR =
σ 0clean sea(θ )
σ 0(θ )
. (3.12)
The damping ratio has been reported to increase with wavenumber, oil viscosity, and
thickness [Wismann et al., 1998,Gade et al., 1998, Pinel et al., 2014, Sergievskaya et al.,
2019]. The wave damping of oil films are controlled by various physical parameters like for
example the volume viscosity, surface and interfacial tensions, and elasticity [Sergievskaya
et al., 2019, Jenkins and Jacobs, 1997]. Different oil types have unique physical and chem-
ical compositions that might results in various damping ratio characteristics at different
wavenumber and wind speed, allowing for discrimination of different oil types [Wismann
et al., 1998, Gade et al., 1998, Jenkins and Jacobs, 1997]. A recent study [Sergievskaya
et al., 2019] based on a laboratory experiment with two oil types (oil emulsion and crude
oil) and different thicknesses demonstrated that the damping ratio increased with oil
thickness, but reached a maximum value at a given oil thickness threshold that varied
between the oil types. Higher damping was also reported for crude oil compared to oil
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emulsion in [Sergievskaya et al., 2019]. Figure 3.7 shows the VV-intensity and the damp-
ing ratio from a Radarsat-2 scene covering three different types of oil acquired during
nofo’s oil-on-water exercise in 2011. In Figure 3.7, the damping ratio is lower for plant
oil compared to the mineral oil films. The damping ratio image also reveals internal
variations within the slicks, which might indicate thickness variations. Information about
the relative thickness within an oil slick might aid in identifying actionable oil, monitoring
the dispersion and evolution of the oil, and for discriminating between different oil types.
Skrunes et al. [2017] used overlapping infrared (ir) observations and a sar acquisition
to demonstrate that the high damping ratio area corresponded to the ir white region
indicating relatively thick oil.
The damping ratio has been widely explored in this work, especially in Papers I and III,
and is also the key concept of the innovation project presented in Chapter 11.
Figure 3.7: Top: VV-intensity of Radarsat-2 covering three different types of oil. Bottom: VV
damping ratio (DR). The three oil types are displayed in the DR image.

4
SAR Remote Sensing of ArcticSea Ice
Sea ice is mostly located in remote areas with challenging conditions of heavy cloud cover
and darkness for several months of the year. sar satellites overcome these challenges, and
are therefore an important tool for sea ice monitoring. Operational sea ice services around
the world rely on sar observations when creating various types of ice charts. These ice
charts are then used, for example, for risk assessment and to make efficient decisions when
operating in ice infested areas. This is one of the main goals and motivations for cirfa;
extracting information from remote sensing to aid decision making in Arctic operations.
Another important reason for studying sea ice is its role in the global climate. Sea ice
has an impact on the environment and global climate through its interactions with the
ocean and atmosphere, and influence heat and gas exchange between the water and
atmosphere [Onstott and Shuchman, 2004].
X-, C-, L-band sar satellites have been used frequently for studying the radar signatures
of sea ice (see, e.g., [Eriksson et al., 2010,Dierking and Busche, 2006, Johansson et al.,
2017,Singha et al., 2018]). The fp sar mode has been shown to improve classification of
various sea ice types (see, e.g., [Moen et al., 2015,Singha et al., 2018,Dierking et al., 2003])
compared to sp or dp sars. However, monitoring of vast areas requires large spatial
coverage, which comes at a cost of coarse resolution and fewer polarization channels.
Therefore, the hp sar mode could be an important turning point, providing both large
coverage and improved polarimetric information compared to the conventional sp and dp
modes currently available in Radarsat-2 and Sentinel-1. Furthermore, integrating different
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sensors and modes will also increase the monitored area.
Paper IV focuses on sea ice from a hp perspective. Therefore, this chapter is limited to hp
and provides the necessary background information for Paper IV.
4.1 Sea Ice Types
Sea ice generally consists of frozen water with inclusion of liquid brine pockets and gas
bubbles. However, depending on atmospheric and ocean conditions, sea ice may appear in
a large variety of forms. The sea ice is often labeled for classification purposes according
to different properties such as thicknesses, sea ice concentration levels, sea ice age, or floe
sizes [Onstott and Shuchman, 2004]. For example, sea ice classification from sar data
often uses sea ice labels defined by The World Meteorological Organization [WMO-No.574,
2010]. Various sea ice types have different em signatures due to variations in surface
roughness and composition. In the Norwegian Arctic, first-year ice, young ice, fast ice,
and multi-year ice are the dominant types. The salinity content varies between these
ice types and the brine pockets within the ice affect the radar signatures [Onstott and
Shuchman, 2004]. The importance of volume- and multiple scattering will increase with
snow thickness [Gill et al., 2015], resulting in different radar signatures between an ice
layer with and without a snow layer. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show example images of some
sea ice types: nilas, lead, ridges, floes, multi-year-ice, and grey-white ice.
Figure 4.1: Photos of different sea ice types in the Barents Sea acquired during the N-ICE project
managed by the Norwegian Polar Institute.
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Figure 4.2: Photos of different sea ice types in the Barents Sea acquired during the N-ICE project
managed by the Norwegian Polar Institute.
4.2 Scattering Characteristics of Sea Ice
The backscatter signature of sea ice depends on the ice type, the sensor properties (e.g.,
frequency, polarization, incidence angle), and other environmental factors like season,
temperature, etc. The surface characteristics depend on a combination of four surface
parameters: (1) surface roughness (both large and small scales); (2) the complex dielectric
constant of sea ice; (3) dielectric discontinuities or discrete scatterers (e.g., gas bubbles
in the ice); (4) orientation of the ice and its surface features to the radar [Onstott and
Shuchman, 2004]. As mentioned in Section 2.8.1, the surface is considered rough if the
Rayleigh criterion (see Equation 2.17) is satisfied. Hence, X-band sar is more sensitive
to small-scale roughness of sea ice than C- and L-band sar. The roughness is a key
parameter in the backscatter as compared to the dielectric properties [Spreen and Kern,
2016]. Figure 4.3 shows overlapping Sentinel-1 (C-band sar) and Sentinel-2 (optical)
images covering Arctic sea ice. The leads can be seen as dark features in both the optical
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and sar image, whereas the other sea ice types have different visual appearance in the
two images.
For em scattering of sea ice and snow-covered surfaces, two main processes take place:
surface and volume scattering [Spreen and Kern, 2016]. The penetration depth controls
the scattering processes that might take place. Since L-band waves penetrate deeper than
X- and C-band waves, more volume scattering might occur. Although the penetration depth
depends on the frequency and incident angle of the emwave, it also depends on the surface
characteristics like the temperature, dielectric properties, and porosity of the ice and wet
snow [Onstott and Shuchman, 2004, Spreen and Kern, 2016]. The penetration depth is
low for sea ice and snow (but it is much lower for water), hence the surface scattering
is considered to be the dominant scattering mechanism for sea ice, especially for young
and first-year ice [Spreen and Kern, 2016]. Volume scattering within the sea ice might
happen due to brine pockets (first-year ice), drainage structures, or air bubbles (multi-year
ice) [Winebrenner et al., 1989]. The em penetration depth and volume scattering are
related to the age of the sea ice [Spreen and Kern, 2016].
Figure 4.3: Left: Sentinel-1 HH-intensity image of Arctic sea ice acquired 5 April 2016 at 15:38 UTC.
Right: RGB-image of Sentinel-2 over the same area acquired 5 April 2016 at 20:33 UTC.
Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-2 data from European Space Agency - ESA.
4.3 Characterizing Sea Ice with Hybrid-Polarity SAR
The use of fp sar data has been shown to enhance discrimination between various sea
ice types as well as between open water and sea ice [Geldsetzer et al., 2015,Moen et al.,
2015, Singha et al., 2018, Dierking et al., 2003]. This improvement comes at a cost of a
limited swath width (25-50km) and is therefore unfit for most operational use cases. With
the hp mode available, this compromise may no longer be necessary. The reason for
the large interest in the hp mode for sea ice monitoring is the rcm (launched in 2019),
which has hp capabilities. Understanding the benefit and limitations of the hp system can
thus be granted some importance. Moreover, various polarimetric features retrieved from
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simulated hp sar have been the main focus in multiple studies [Dabboor and Geldsetzer,
2014b,Dabboor and Geldsetzer, 2014a,Geldsetzer et al., 2015,Xi et al., 2016]. All have shown
good performance of the hp mode. Most sea ice studies (see, e.g., [Dabboor and Geldsetzer,
2014b,Dabboor and Geldsetzer, 2014a,Geldsetzer et al., 2015,Xi et al., 2016]) with a focus
on a hp sar system simulate hp data from fp data, resulting in synthesizing of a perfectly
transmitted circularly polarized wave. Transmitting a perfectly circular polarized wave
is not possible using current technology, and the transmitted pulse will rather be more
elliptical [Touzi and Charbonneau, 2014]. This is referred to as "the non-circularly" property
of a hp system [Touzi and Charbonneau, 2014]. Hence, when simulating hp from fp this
should be considered when exploring the polarimetric signatures of e.g., sea ice.
Another way of exploring hp sar data is reconstruction of a pseudo fp covariance
matrix [Souyris et al., 2005]. Espeseth et al. [2016] investigated various reconstruction
methods for C- and L-band sar covering overlapping areas of Arctic sea ice. This study
discovered higher reconstruction accuracy for L- than C-band sar data, which might have
been because L-band is more exposed to volume scattering due it is higher penetration
depth than C-band. The papers presented in this thesis do not perform any reconstruction.
This makes it possible to avoid the scattering symmetry assumptions introduced in a
reconstruction approach.
4.3.1 Hybrid-Polarity Features for Sea Ice Observations
The hp sar features are derived from the hp 2×2 sample covariance matrix or the Stokes
vector (see Section 2.4.4). A large feature set has been investigated for sea ice studies, but
the majority of these studies have considered simulated- and not realhp data. Polarimetric
features have proven to be sensitive to various surface characteristics like dielectric property,
surface roughness, and amount of brine pockets and air bubbles. Geldsetzer et al. [2015]
categorized several hp features into groups based on their sensitivity to a given scattering
mechanism. This framework is also adopted in Paper IV and Table 4.1 shows the categorizes.
The first distinct groups isolate sensitivity to strong surface scattering, depolarization due
Group # Scattering process
Group 1 Strong surface scattering
Group 2 Depolarization due volume scattering
Group 3 Depolarization due to multiscattering from rough surfaces
Group 4 Polarization differences in resonant Bragg scattering or
in Fresnel coefficients
Independent Complementary to other physical parameters
Table 4.1: Groups defined in [Geldsetzer et al., 2015] and their sensitivity to the scattering processes.
to volume scattering, depolarization due to multiscattering, and polarization differences
in resonant Bragg scattering. The "independent" group corresponds to features that might
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be sensitive to other characteristics that are not covered by Groups 1 - 4. Within each
group, there exist several hp features. For example, most of the intensity features, like the
first Stokes parameter and the single RH and RV intensities are found in Group 1, whereas,
the degree of polarization (DoP) and the magnitude of the RV and RH cross-correlation
are found in Group 3.
5
Data Collection
Lack of ground truth information of an oil spill or sea ice can lead to speculations and
misinterpretations of the remote sensing data. This is a major challenge for the scientific
community working with remote sensing data. Therefore, data collection during the
exercises and campaigns are unique opportunities to understand the sar signatures of
different types of oil and sea ice.
This chapter describes the exercises and campaigns from which the data used for this work
originates. Section 5.4 gives an overview of the sar data used for the papers presented in
this thesis.
5.1 Oil-On-Water Exercise in the North Sea
The organization nofo has conducted several exercises outside the abandoned Frigg field
in the North Sea (see Figure 5.1) for several years, where oil is released under controlled
supervision. nofo is an oil spill response organization with members from all the oil
companies operating in the Norwegian continental shelf. The main vision of nofo is
"keeping the sea clean", and the exercise is conducted with the purpose to both implement
and test new clean-up systems and to ensure their oil recovery preparedness [NOFO, nd].
Norway is one of a few countries that conducts such experiments. Because of this, the
exercises have gained international attention both within the research communities and
various industries.
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A sar image of an oil spill is much more valuable if in-situ information about the spill is
available. This is rarely the case, and remote sensing images from these oil-on-water exer-
cises, where in-situ information is available, are extremely important to obtain knowledge
about the development and properties of an oil spill. In-situ data such as the type and
amount of oil, as well as the oil/water fraction, and release time and position are collected
during these exercises. Additionally, wind information is collected, and in some cases drift
buoys are released to record information about the ocean drift currents. Remote sensing
data from these exercises have lead to several publications with scientific contributions.
This includes studies on the polarimetry in terms of detection and characterization of the
oil slicks (see, e.g., [Brekke et al., 2017,Angelliaume et al., 2018,Skrunes et al., 2014,Skrunes
et al., 2015,Skrunes et al., 2018,Skrunes et al., 2016]), and oil drift models (see, e.g., [Röhrs
et al., 2018, Jones et al., 2016]).
Figure 5.1: Map showing the location of the Frigg field where the oil-on-water exercise takes place.
Paper I and Paper II, presented in Chapter 6, used data that were collected during the
oil-on-water exercises in the time period 2011-2018.
5.2 Seep in MC-20 block in the Gulf of Mexico
Oil seeps are a large source of oil entering the ocean. Oil seeps can be naturally occurring
or a result of a leakage from oil and gas operations. The Gulf of Mexico is known to have a
large number of seeps, and there have been numerous reports of oil slicks. One such event
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in the Gulf of Mexico occurred in the aftermath of a hurricane that destroyed the Taylor
Energy platform in the Mississippi Canyon Block 20 (MC-20) in September 2004 [Sun
et al., 2018]. In the following years, oil films were detected in the same area where the oil
platform was located before the hurricane.
Several extensive campaigns investigating and collecting data from this particular site,
known as the MC-20 oil spill, have taken place over the last years. This site is well
studied, and several publications are available (see, e.g., [Sun et al., 2018, Asl et al.,
2016, Androulidakis et al., 2018, Nunziata et al., 2019, Herbst et al., 2016,Warren et al.,
2014, Jones and Holt, 2018]).
Figure 5.2 shows the area and oil slick masks extracted from the uavsar images used in
Paper III. The coverage of the joint oil slick masks are shown in three different tones of
grey from three uavsar time series (from dark to light respectively).
Figure 5.2: Map showing the location of the consistent seep in theMC-20 block in the Gulf ofMexico
where the three uavsar time series (white, grey and black masks) were collected.
5.3 The Fram Strait Arctic Outflow Observatory
The Norwegian Polar Institute annually conducts a sea ice in-situ data collection in
the Fram Strait. The main purpose of this campaign is to maintain an oceanographic
mooring array that provides a time series of conditions, e.g., temperature, salinity, velocity,
and sea ice thickness measurements in the Arctic Outflow. The ground truth information
available in these remote areas allows for comparison of in-situ measurements with remote
sensing data. During the 2015 Fram Strait campaign we had the opportunity to collect
overlapping fp (Radarsat-2) and real hp (RISAT-1) C-band sar data. A study (Paper IV)
about the relationship between the two polarization modes using the overlapping sar
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scenes together with the sea ice observations was conducted. Sea ice types, snow-, and
ice thickness were some of the in-situ information collected. Three overlapping RISAT-1
and Radarsat-2 scenes with less than 20 minutes time difference were collected (see
Figure 5.3).
Figure 5.3: Top: Map with the locations of the overlapping scenes. The dashed square is the area
of interest used in Paper IV. Bottom: Examples of two RISAT-1 and Radarsat-2 pairs
used in Paper IV. The Radarsat-2 data and Products © MDA LTD. 2015 and RISAT-1 ©
2015-Antrix-All rights reserved.
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5.4 Remote Sensing Data Collection
Table 5.1 shows the different sar sensors and imaging modes that are used in this thesis.
uavsar (L-band sensor) and TerraSAR-X (X-band sensor) are only used for oil spill studies,
whereas RISAT-1 (C-band sensor) is used only for the sea ice study presented in Paper IV.
Radarsat-2 is used both for oil spill and sea ice studies. Note that RISAT-1 no longer is
operational.
Table 5.1: Overview of the sensors used in this thesis and their properties [MDA, 2018] [Fritz and
Eineder, 2010] [Fore et al., 2015] [Misra et al., 2013]. FRS-1 = Fine Resolution Stripmap.
SSC = Single-look slant-range complex.
TerraSAR-X Radarsat-2 RISAT-1 UAVSAR
Frequency X-band C-band C-band L-band
(9.65 GHz) (5.405 GHz) (5.35 GHz) (1.26 GHZ)
Mode Stripmap Single Beam FRS-1 Quad-pol
SSC (Dual-pol) Fine Quad-pol Dual-pol
Polarization HH,VV HH,HV, RH, RV HH,HV,
VH,VV VH,VV
Range swath1 15km 25km 25km 20km
Resolution1 1.2 × 6.6m 5.2 × 7.6m 2 × 3m 2.5 × 1m
(rg.2 × az.)
Incidence 15◦-60◦ 30◦-50◦ 12◦-55◦ 25◦-65◦
angle1
Paper # II I, II,IV IV I,II,III
1Nominal values.








M. M. Espeseth, S. Skrunes, C. E. Jones, C. Brekke, B. Holt, and A. P. Doulgeris. "Analysis
of Evolving Oil Spills in Full-Polarimetric and Hybrid-Polarity SAR", IEEE Transactions
on Geoscience and Remote Sensing, vol. 55, no. 7, pp. 4190-4210, July 2017.
This paper presents, for the first time, an investigation of the difference between fp and
hp sar for a time series with short revisit time (20 minutes). One of the main objectives
of this thesis is to explore the potential of hp sar data, and how this mode performs in
comparison with the well known fp sar mode. This study investigates several polarimetric
features extracted from fp and simulated hp data. The investigation involves identifying
and comparing the features ability to separate various oil types from the surrounding clean
sea. The two-scale Bragg models, namely the X-Bragg [Hajnsek et al., 2009] (referred to as
the two-scale Bragg model in the paper) and the tilted Bragg [Valenzuela, 1978] are used
when grouping the investigated fp and hp features into two categories that are either
independent or dependent of the small-scale ocean surface roughness.
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Short time series of the oil slick evolution is challenging to obtain using spaceborne sars
with and without full polarimetric capabilities. Since oil changes and evolves rapidly at
the sea surface, short time difference between scenes is advantageous. Using airborne
sar, such as the uavsar, time series of sar images can be gathered with high temporal
resolution and full polarimetric capabilities. As a result of the low noise floor of the uavsar
instrument, polarimetric features, and simulation of hp data can be used without too
much noise contamination.
The overall conclusion is that the hp mode is comparable to the fp mode for oil versus
sea separability. Furthermore, the features dependent on the small-scale roughness are
the ones which exhibit highest separability between the various slick types and clean
sea. It was not possible to separate the various types of oil using any of the investigated
features. In general, the plant oil had higher detectability than the three emulsions across
the time series. Furthermore, the features that contain the cross-polarization component
are better for distinguishing the various oil slicks from clean sea. These cross-polarization
features are not available in the hp mode, and alternative hp features are suggested in
Paper I.
Errata
Some minor mistakes were discovered after publication of this paper, and these are listed
here.
• Typo in the Bhattacharyya distance equation. The Σ−1i + Σ
−1
j should have been
(Σi + Σj )
−1.
• The calculation of the mean alpha angle was based on the coherency matrix, but the
paper erroneously referred to this as the covariance matrix.
Paper II
M. M. Espeseth, C. Brekke, C. E. Jones, B. Holt, and A. Freeman "Interpreting backscat-
tering from oil spills in view of system noise in polarimetric SAR imagery", IEEE
Transactions on Geoscience and Remote Sensing, 2019, in review.
Several studies have argued that polarimetry can aid in understanding the scattering
types within oil slicks, and use polarimetry for characterization. This can only be done
if the signal is well above the noise floor. The limitation of polarimetric features and
their behaviour with respect to system noise is evaluated in this paper. The motivation
behind this study originates from several articles (see, e.g., [Alpers et al., 2017,Minchew
et al., 2012, Skrunes et al., 2018]) showing their concerns on the influence of system
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noise on several polarimetric features. Both multiplicative and additive system noise is
investigated in this paper unlike several previous studies on sar remote sensing of oil. The
multiplicative system noise factors are quantization noise, islr effect, azimuth and range
ambiguity and these are treated as another additive noise contribution in the measured
signal. These sources are considered multiplicative since they depend on the mean signal
level as opposed to the thermal noise.
This study shows a high correlation between the polarimetric feature values and system
noise. The results demonstrate a significant reduction of the snr when including the
multiplicative system noise factors, which are usually not considered when estimating the
snr. Further, the authors recommend an snr=10dB prior to any scattering analysis.
Several polarimetric features are investigated in this paper, and amongst these are the
entropy and mean alpha angle commonly used in oil spill studies. This study confirms
(also mentioned in e.g., [Minchew et al., 2012, Alpers et al., 2017]) that high entropy
and high mean alpha angle for oil slicks are related to system noise and not a different
scattering mechanism than the surrounding clean sea. In this study, we recommend not
using H/α for oil spill scattering analysis. We also recommend a noise subtraction before
any polarimetric analysis when characterizing the oil. However, the noise subtraction
reduces the oil-sea contrast and should be avoided for oil slick detection purposes.
Paper III
M. M. Espeseth, C. E. Jones, B. Holt, C. Brekke, and S. Skrunes "Oil Spill Response-
Oriented Information Products Derived from a Rapid Repeat Time-Series of SAR
Images", IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in Applied Earth Observations and Remote
Sensing, 2019, submitted.
This paper focuses on oil spill response-oriented information products derived from sar
data from an operational perspective. The study introduces two semi-automatable methods
for investigating oil slick evolution using a time series of uavsar images. The methods
show two ways of acquiring information about the changes and stability within an oil
slick over a short time period using the damping ratio. The damping ratio is based on
the VV-channel, and a single-polarization could therefore be used as input for the two
methods. These methods are straightforward to implement and could potentially be used
in an oil spill recovery process when time is of the essence. One method is used to identify
locations within the slick that consistently exhibit a high damping ratio over a period of
time, which might be categorized as actionable oil.
The other method provides an overview of the small-scale oil drift pattern using the mean
difference between pairs of damping ratio images acquired with small time difference.
Here, information about both oil movement and the change in backscatter within the oil
slick can be obtained. The two methods are complementary in terms of identifying internal
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variations within a slick, the oil drift pattern, and the weathering and accumulation of oil
to form higher damping surface layers. These are important aspects in the planning and
execution of a clean-up process.
Paper IV
M. M. Espeseth, C. Brekke, and M. Johansson, "Assessment of RISAT-1 and Radarsat-2
for Sea Ice Observations from a Hybrid-Polarity Perspective", Remote Sensing, vol. 9,
no. 11, September 2017.
Paper I compares fp and simulated hp for oil spill detection. Similarly, Paper IV compares
simulated hp with real hp for separating various sea ice types. Sea ice classification is
important from a maritime perspective in ice infested waters to ensure safe and fuel-
efficient passages. The heat and gas exchange is influenced by the sea ice types and their
respective abundances. In this paper a unique data set of overlapping fp (Radarsat-2) and
real hp (RISAT-1) are used. This data set provides the opportunity to test simulated hp
with the real hp. The main objective of this study is to identify the dissimilarities and
similarities between simulated and real hp data for different sea ice types. The analysis is
based on 13 hp features that are sensitive to various scattering properties within the sea
ice.
The results indicate a similar separability between the sea ice types using the real hp
system in RISAT-1 and the simulated hp system from Radarsat-2. The hp features that
are sensitive to surface scattering and depolarization due to volume scattering showed
great potential for separating various sea ice types. A subset of features are affected, in
terms of sea ice separability, by the non-circularity property of the transmitted wave in the
simulated hp system across all the scene pairs. Overall, the best features, showing high
separability between various sea ice types and which are invariant to the non-circularity
property of the transmitted wave, are the RH- and RV-intensity coefficients and the first
parameter in the Stokes vector.
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A key aspect with Centre for Integrated Remote Sensing and Forecasting for
Arctic Operations (     ) is innovation that can aid the industry in utilizing
remote sensing data to improve their monitoring and forecasting capabilities
in the Arctic. Therefore, one of the innovation project conducted as part of this
PhD is presented in this thesis.
The innovation project involves testing and verifying the relationship between
the damping ratio (presented in Section ??) and the relative thickness. This
is performed in collaboration with KSAT Tromsø in the time period February -
June     . The main objectives/tasks during this project are;
• to increa e collaboration between th industry (KSAT) and CIRFA
• to implement an algorithm, i.e., damping ratio, that runs automatically
on the     products
• to test the damping ratio on KSAT’s products with di erent sensors
types/modes, oil types and oil slick areas
• to deliver the damping ratio product to Norwegian Clean Seas Association
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The objectives and the conclusions regarding each of the objectives are listed
below.
• to compare the usefulness of various multipolarization SAR features from
both a full-polarimetric and hybrid-polarity perspective in relation to oil
spill detection (Paper I).
• to identify the most important SAR features (full-polarimetric and hybrid-
polarity) when detecting oil spill (Paper I).
• to evaluat e impact of system noise on polarimetric     measurements
for oil spill observations (Paper II).
• to demonstrate that change detection using time series of     images is
possible for oil spill observation (Paper III).
• to the potential of hybrid-polarity for separability of various types of
Arctic sea ice. (Paper IV).
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A key aspect of cirfa is innovation that can aid the industry in utilizing remote sensing
data to improve their monitoring and forecasting capabilities in the Arctic. Therefore, the
innovation project conducted as part of this PhD work is presented in this thesis.
11.1 Objectives
The innovation project involves implementing an automatic algorithm that estimates the
damping ratio of several sar sensors and imaging modes. The future goal is to test
and verify the relationship between the damping ratio (presented in Section 3.4.2) and
the relative oil thickness for these products. This work was done in collaboration with
ksat located in Tromsø, in the time period February - June 2019. The main objectives
were:
• To increase collaboration between the industry (ksat) and CIRFA.
• To implement an algorithm that runs automatically on the sar products.
• To test the algorithm on different sensors types/modes, oil types and oil slick areas
provided by ksat.
• To deliver the "damping ratio product" to nofo during the oil-on-water exercise
2019, and to demonstrate its potential throughout and after the exercise.
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11.2 Background Theory





where σ 0,clean seay represents a clean sea value at range positiony, whereas σ 0x,y represents
an intensity value at pixel location (x ,y) (azimuth, range). σ 0,clean sea is a clean sea profile
of length equal to total number of pixels in range direction, and the same pixel value
applies across azimuth direction for each range position.
To reduce the execution time of the algorithm, the estimation of the damping ratio can be
done using the digital numbers (DN), and not on the radiometric calibrated sigma-nought
values. This can be approximated by
DRx,y =
|DN clean seay |
2 sin(θy)ks
ks |DNx,y |2 sin(θy)
=




where ks is the calibration and processor scaling factor for sar signals, and θy is the
incident angle at range position y.
11.3 Product Overview
The algorithm was implemented at ksat, primarily intended to run on scanSAR products
from Radarsat-2, Sentinel-1, and COSMO-SKYMED. The drawback of the damping ratio is
the need for a clean sea region, i.e.,σ 0,clean sea . For the customers, the numerical values of
the damping ratio are not relevant, and only the information about high or low damping is
important (indicating relatively thick or thin oil). Hence, the damping ratio images strictly
show the relative damping within oil slicks using different colors that reflects high or low
damping ratio values. Currently, the color-scheme cannot be compared across different
slicks within a scene, due to incident angle variations between the location of the slicks
and the scaling that is performed on the damping ratio for each slick. It is well known that
the VV polarization channel has the highest sea-oil contrast. Therefore, the VV-channel is
used from all scanSAR dp (VV-VH) and fp sar products.
During the project period at ksat, the algorithm was tested on several oil types, such as
produced water, mineral oil, and natural seep in various imaging modes and for different
sensor types. One clear challenge of the damping ratio algorithm is low-wind areas, as
these might influence the clean sea profile.
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11.4 Implementation
The upcoming list describes the steps of the algorithm.
Trim land areas: The backscatter from land is high compared to the ocean, and could
influence the clean sea profile. The land areas are therefore removed (set to NaN)
using a SNAP graph1.
Find clean sea profile: For homogeneous images, the clean sea profile decreases with
increasing incidence angle. This profile is an array with length equal to the range
of the image scene and is estimated by applying the median along the azimuth
direction. The median is used since it is less affected by outliers (e.g., ships and
low-wind areas).
Smooth clean sea profile: In the next step, a 3rd order polynomial function is fit to
the median profile, to achieve a smoother profile. The fitted profile represents the
|DN clean sea |2 in Equation 11.2.
Calculate the damping ratio: The fitted clean sea profile is divided by the DN image,
according to Equation 11.2.
Extract oil slicks areas: Another input to the algorithm is the location of the oil slicks,
which are provided by ksat very shortly after the sar image is acquired and
downlinked. The oil slicksmasks are segmented from sar images byksat’s operators
daily. The oil slicks masks are used to create several damping ratio sub-images, where
each sub-image covers one slick.
Outlier removal: The damping ratio values in each sub-image are scaled based on a lower
and an upper percentile for each detected slick to remove outliers and for better
visibility, and converted to uint-8. The damping ratio integer values are then linearly
mapped to 11 colors representing low to high damping ratio. 11 colors were selected
to visualise variations within the oil slick and were inspired by Figure 9 in [Fingas
and Brown, 2014].
The fitted profile represents the |DN clean sea |2 in Equation 11.2. Figure 11.1 shows an
example of the DN image (in VV) from Sentinel-1, and the bottom panel of Figure 11.1
shows the median profile along range direction and the fitted profile. There are several
ships and platforms in the Sentinel-1 image, which can be seen as bright pixels. The effect
of these bright spots cannot be observed in the median or fitted profiles of Figure 11.1.
The outputs of the algorithm are GeoTIFF-files and a PDF report. Figures 11.2-11.4 show
1. European Space Agency (esa) provides free open-source toolboxes, known as SNAP, for scientific
exploitation (see http://step.esa.int/main/)
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two examples of the damping ratio PDF-report that is generated automatically from the
algorithm.
Figure 11.1: Top: Digital number image of the VV-channel from Sentinel-1 acquired 11 July 2018.
Sentinel-1 from European Space Agency - ESA. Bottom: Median profile and the fitted
profile along range direction of the DN image.
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SAR DAMPING RATIO REPORT
This product is provided as part of an innovation project in collaboration with KSAT.
Page 1
https://cirfa.uit.no













Figure 11.2: Example of one sar damping ratio report of an archived Sentinel-1 acquisition (page
1). See Figure 11.3 for the second page.
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This product is provided as part of an innovation project in collaboration with KSAT.
Page 2
Slick #2














Figure 11.3: Example of one sar damping ratio report of an archived Sentinel-1 acquisition (page
2).
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Figure 11.4: Example of one sar damping ratio report of an archived Radarsat-2 acquisition.
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11.5 Demo during the Oil-On-Water 2019
One of the objectives of the innovation project was to test the work-flow of the algorithm

















à Oil detection report 








Figure 11.5: Work flow of the product delivery from ksat to nofo during the oil-on-water exercise
2019. The lower-left photo was taken by A. Malin Johansson (UiT).
ksat’s operators manually detected potential oil slicks from the sar images. Following
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this, the oil spill detection reports were delivered to the relevant customers. Once the
operators were done, the damping ratio algorithm was triggered by files being uploaded to
a server. After approximately 2 minutes the damping ratio algorithm had run to completion,
and nofo (responsible for the oil-on-water exercise) could download a Web Map Service
(wms)-layer into their system to inspect the relative damping ratio values within oil slicks
in and around the exercise area. FF Helmer Hanssen (the research vessel in the exercise
area) also received the product onboard. The damping ratio maps were then loaded into a
system that was connected to the drones on-board the ship. The full system could then be
used by the drone pilots to navigate the drone to the areas with relatively high damping
ratio values within the oil slick. Unfortunately, during the oil-on-water exercise, the drone
could not fly close to the sar acquisition times due to strong winds and high waves. This
system was therefore not used, but the damping ratio images were loaded into the system
successfully. Additionally, there were some delays to the oil releases, which resulted in
young slicks with little spreading in the early sar acquisitions. Figure 11.6 shows two
damping ratio images from Sentinel-1 and TerraSAR-X acquired shortly after the oil release.
As observed in the top images of Figure 11.6 the slick is small compared to the spatial
resolution of Sentinel-1. The rough sea can also be seen in the bottom images of Figure 11.6,
where a clear wave pattern across the scene is visible. As a result of rough sea and a you
slick, little internal variation can be seen. Despite the poor weather conditions, the entire
workflow of the algorithm and the product delivery was successful.
 
TerraSAR-X(12 June 2019, 06:25 UTC)  
SENTINEL-1(12 June 2019, 06:05 UTC)  
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Figure 11.6: Damping ratio images from oil-on-water 2019 from Sentinel-1 and TerraSAR-X.
Sentinel-1 from European Space Agency. TerraSAR-X © DLR
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11.6 Future Scope
The innovation project is still in its infancy, and more work is necessary to identify the
limitations and potential for the damping ratio algorithm. Different oil types must be
considered, and preferably, the sar image should overlap with in-situ measurements
and/or optical data to test the relationship between the damping ratio and oil thickness.
A more thorough investigation of how many classes to expect within an oil slick should
be carried out. Maybe three classes could be sufficient; clean sea (zero damping), thin oil
(low-medium damping) and thick actionable oil (high damping).
The minimum spatial resolution needed to capture internal variations through the damping
ratio should also be identified. In Norwegian waters, the time difference between Sentinel-
1 and Sentinel-2 (also Landsat-8) is long, and a complete overlap in time is impossible
with Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-2, not even when using Radarsat-2 or TerraSAR-X. Therefore,
optical data from airplanes is optimal. Further work is necessary both for this innovation
project and in order to confirm the underlying theory of the damping ratio. It is therefore




The papers presented in Chapter 7-10 cover topics related to the potential of the hp mode
for oil spill and sea ice observations, the negative impact of system noise on the polarimetric
data, and oil spill response-oriented information products derived from sar data from
an operational perspective. Section 12.1 briefly summarizes the four papers. Section 12.2
discusses and presents some future work and ideas.
12.1 Research Conclusions
fp sar data for oil spill monitoring has been investigated for years, and several multi-
polarization features have been suggested for detection and characterization purposes.
The fp sar comes at a cost of narrow swath width, making it challenging to utilize for
operational purposes where coverage is essential. This is the main reason why the hp
mode has been suggested as an alternative with more polarimetric information than the
conventional dp modes and larger swath width (or finer resolution) than fp sar. In order
to understand the potential and limitations of the hp mode for any application, rigorous
testing is necessary. Paper I confirms that the hp mode is almost as good as the fp mode
when detecting various types of oil from clean sea under high wind conditions. The two-
scale Bragg models are used for grouping the investigated fp and hp features into two
categories, either dependent or independent of the small-scale ocean surface roughness.
The features dependent on the small-scale ocean surface roughness had highest oil-sea
contrast for the investigated oil types for both fp and hp sar. Paper I recommends the HV-
and VV-intensities as the optimal features for separating the various oil types from clean
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sea. This recommendation is based on a data set (from the uavsar) with very low noise
floor. The HV- and VV-intensities are not possible to isolate using the hp mode, and the
right-hand circular-circular (RR) and right-hand circular-linear (vertical) intensities are
recommended for the hp mode. Paper I also demonstrated the importance of performing
an incidence angle correction before segmenting the oil slicks.
fp sar data has been used to improve the interpretability of various sea ice types compared
to sp and the conventional dp modes. Unfortunately, the fp mode comes at a cost of
narrow swath width, and since sea ice covers large areas, a wide coverage is preferred. The
hp mode therefore has a great potential for sea ice monitoring with increased coverage
without losing too much polarimetric information compared to fp sar. Previous studies
have concluded that hp data has a great potential for separating various sea ice types.
Most studies have simulated hp data and compared it with fp data, and this was also
done in Paper I. Paper IV was amongst the first studies to compare real versus simulated
hp data for sea ice. Both real hp and simulated hp showed great potential for separating
different sea ice types, such as first-year ice from grease ice and flooded first-year ice.
Paper IV confirms that real hp mode is sufficient (for the investigated sea ice types in
Paper IV) for sea ice characterization, as previous research has concluded based on the
simulation of hp mode. Although Paper IV is based on only three overlapping Radarsat-2
and RISAT-1 sar scenes, it is a good starting point for validating real hp data for sea ice
monitoring.
fp sar data provides a unique capability of measuring the complete scattering matrix and
allow identification and extraction of the scattering processes for a given target. Polarimetry
has been used to separate different types of oil and for estimation of physical properties
(e.g., volumetric oil fraction) from the oil using physical models. Unfortunately, utilizing
polarimetry for oil spill analysis might be risky, since system noise could contaminate
the measured signal from these low-backscattering areas. For spaceborne sar systems
the noise floor is high compared to airborne sar systems, and noise must be carefully
considered. Paper II shows the impact of noise on different polarimetric features by
identifying trends as a function of both multiplicative and additive system noise and
validating against real and simulated noise. The majority of the features show a clear
trend with system noise independent of the scene-to-scene variations such as the incidence
angle and environmental conditions. Paper II is the first study that includes other noise
sources than the known additive system noise, namely multiplicative system noise for oil
slicks. The majority of all the satellite sar signals from oil slicks falls close to or even below
the noise floor, when both additive and multiplicative system noise sources are included.
This study also recommends avoiding the use of the well known H/α decomposition for
oil studies. A noise subtraction should be done before any polarimetric analysis when
characterizing the oil. The noise subtraction reduces the oil-sea contrast for some features
and should be avoided for oil slick detection purposes.
A single spaceborne sar scene is valuable when identifying location, extent, and, possibly
the source of the spill. Tracking the evolution of a slick requires several images of the
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same slick with short time difference between scenes. An oil spill drift model can also
track the evolution, but these rely on accurate tuning, model design, and accurate wind
and current information. An airborne sar sensor could provide rapid repeat images
to monitor how the slick drifts and weathers on the sea surface. Paper III introduces
complementary information products that could be valuable in the recovery process,
where timely knowledge of the spill is important. The methodologies presented in Paper
III are aimed at creating maps that combine several sar images to compose products that
quantify and visually depict the temporal evolution of the slick in an easily understandable
representation.
12.2 Future Outlook
Raney [2007] and Souyris et al. [2005] re-introduced the hp mode as a promising po-
larization mode that limits the trade-off between coverage and polarimetric information.
Simulation of hp data has demonstrated its potential for separating, detecting, and clas-
sifying various surfaces. Testing of real hp data became possible with the availability of
RISAT-1 data. Unfortunately, RISAT-1 is no longer active, but active satellites such as the
rcm and ALOS-2 do offer the hp mode. More extensive testing and verification of the real
hp mode should be pursued further when data from these sensors become available.
The damping ratio has been reported to increase with increasing oil thickness (see,
e.g., [Gade et al., 1998,Wismann et al., 1998]), which is assumed in Paper III. Further
investigations of this should be carried out to validate the relationship between the damping
ratio and relative thickness under various environmental conditions and for different oil
types. Relative thickness can be extracted from infrared images (see, e.g., [Fingas and
Brown, 2014, Fingas and Brown, 2011]). In the visual part of the em spectrum, the oil
thickness can be classified based on its visual appearance on water, known as the Bonn
Agreement Oil Appearance Code [BAO, 2017]. One way of investigating the potential of
damping ratio is to compare coincident sar images and optical data (infrared, ultraviolet,
and visual). This requires extensive planning since the various instruments need to overlap
in time and space. cirfa participates in the oil-on-water exercises conducted by nofo
almost annually, which is a unique opportunity to collect such a data set. In June 2019,
cirfa together with nofo and other collaborators collected data from both sar and
various optical instruments. The data set could aid in verifying the potential of the damping
ratio and also other parameters alike.
Machine learning are interesting and popular tools when working with sar data. Several
machine learning algorithms, such as support vector machines, naive Bayes, k-means, and
Gaussian mixture models, have been investigated for oil slicks and sea ice classifications
over the years. More recently, deep learning-based machine learning approaches have
also received increased attention for oil slick and ice studies using sar. Three important
areas within the field of oil spill remote sensing are: (1) detection, (2) separating mineral
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oil from look-alikes, and (3) extracting physical properties from the oil. There exist
many studies on detecting and classifying oil slicks from the surrounding clean sea and
look-alikes using machine learning algorithms (see, e.g., [Salberg and Larsen, 2018,Guo
et al., 2017,Skrunes et al., 2015,Zhang et al., 2017,Girard-Ardhuin et al., 2005,Tong et al.,
2019]). Most studies are based on few sar images acquired with the same sensor. sar
monitoring of oil slicks at sea is complex, since it depends on several factors such as weather
conditions, sensors properties, oil types, and weathering processes. More work is needed
on collecting a data set with confirmed oil spills using several sensors, imaging modes,
incidence angles, and a wide range of wind conditions in order to fully test whether
oil slick detection and characterization could benefit from deep learning or machine
learning algorithms. Published studies have already demonstrated some potential using
deep learning algorithms in separating look-alikes from mineral oil spills (see, e.g., [Guo
et al., 2017]), but can deep learning algorithms be useful to separate low-wind areas from
mineral oil slicks using any imaging mode and sensor? With the large number of satellites
available and the high frequency of oil spills, it might be possible to obtain a data set
suitable for designing a reliable system that could be used operationally. One unexplored
territory is using deep learning to estimated physical properties from the sar data, such
as the oil fraction in the oil-sea mixture or oil thickness. Studies (see, e.g., [Boisot et al.,
2019,Li et al., 2019,Minchew, 2012]) have estimated the volumetric oil fraction from physical
models. Could deep learning methods be more accurate and a more robust tool for such
estimation? Additionally, deep learning methods could also be used to find a threshold in
sar images (maybe from the damping ratio) to identify thick (actionable oil) versus thin
oil. Using deep learning for these tasks require a good training set with known properties,
which is often challenging to collect for oil slicks.
The temporal resolution of spaceborne satellites is poor. A time series of sar images can
be obtained by combining several satellites, but it is challenging to find spaceborne sar
images that cover the same area every hour throughout one day. Oil spill drift modelling
could be a useful tool to predict the drift direction and velocity of oil spills. Several
interesting studies combining sar images and oil drift models can be conducted. How can
information from sar improve the oil models? For example, how can sar images can be
used to improve and verify the oil predictions and the oil-covered area from the models?
It has been shown that including drifters in the model improved the oil spill prediction.
Drifters are not always available on site. Oil slick masks derived from sar data could be
used to initialize the model simulations, which has already been done in some studies
(see, e.g., [Jones et al., 2016,Röhrs et al., 2018]). Further work could involve integrating
several sar images with short time difference to improve the initialization of the model.
Additionally, since oil slicks have internal variations with regards to thickness, it could
be very interesting to integrate this information into oil spill drift models. At last, it has
been demonstrated that ocean surface wind can be extracted from sar. The spreading
and drift of oil spills depend strongly on the wind conditions. An interesting study could
involve incorporating the sar wind into the model to improve the predictions.
Over the years, several polarimetric features have been used to describe the scattering
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properties of oil slicks. As demonstrated in Paper II, various noise sources significantly
impact the scattering properties measured using polarimetry. Some studies have claimed
that mineral oil slicks have non-Bragg scattering, but other studies using data from low
noise sensors have shown that Bragg scattering is predominant within oil slicks. Paper II
quantitatively showed that the non-Bragg scattering is system noise in disguise. Surface
scattering is considered the main scattering type for ocean features. Bragg scattering is
often used to describe the scattering processes for the ocean and oil slicks, but other scatter-
ing processes, in the surface scattering category, could be non-resonant surface scattering
within oil slicks and clean sea given the wide range of ocean wave components. Hence,
Bragg scattering is not necessarily the complete description of the scattering mechanisms
occurring at sea, and a study investigating non-resonant Bragg should be carried out to
find an appropriate and more complete model of the ocean and oil backscatter.
Analysis of scattering properties for sea ice has also been done to separate different sea
ice types. A similar study to Paper II should be performed to investigate how system
noise influences the scattering properties of various sea ice types using polarimetry. Since
system noise varies from sensor to sensor and also within imaging modes, it is crucial
to understand the impact of different system noise sources to compare be able to across
several sensors and imaging modes.
Multi-frequency sar might contain more physical information about oil slicks and its
properties such as thickness than multi-polarization sar. L-band waves penetrate deeper
into the surface compared to X-band waves. Hence, thick oil might be visible in all
frequencies, whereas thin oil is better detected with X- and C-band radars [Gade et al.,
1998]. Some studies have demonstrated this (see, e.g., [Gade et al., 1998]), but additional
studies are encouraged to investigate whether oil slick characterization could benefit
from using multi-frequency sar sensors. In the oil-on-water exercise this summer, cirfa
together with dlr collected simultaneously multi-frequency (X-, S-, and L-band) and fp
data from the airborne F-SAR instrument. Current analysis of this data might provide
some recommendations on the potential of multi-frequency sar.
There is often a gap between the industry and academia. cirfa, which is an sfi with
both research and industry partners involved, aims to fill the gap between the two worlds
by collaborating and delivering ideas and products that can help the industry. Many
industries have a drive towards innovation and want to transfer knowledge from academia
to their use cases. The industry often contributes to data collection, which is an important
foundation for advances within research. There is a strong connection between cirfa and
the industry partners, but more work is needed to communicate and feed results back to




Measures of class separability through distance metrics is a useful tool when analyzing
various targets in sar data. There exists several separability metrics that can be used
to measure and express the similarities or dissimilarities between two (or more) classes.
Separability metrics can be based on the mean and/or variance or probability distributions.
Several polarimetric features can be derived from sar data. Identifying the appropriate
separability measure for evaluating the feature’s performance in separating/detecting
various surfaces will always be a challenge. If the separability measure is unbounded,
a comparison across different features becomes difficult. Therefore, bounded separabil-
ity measures are used in this thesis. The bounded separability measures used in the
presented papers are the Jeffries-Matusita (jm) distance (Paper I), the two-sample Kol-
mogorov–Smirnov (ks) statistical coefficient (Paper IV), and the Spearman’s correlation
coefficient (Paper IV). These are therefore presented in the upcoming subsections.
A.1 The Jeffries-Matusita Distance
jm distance is often used as a separability criterion for the optimal feature selection and
also when evaluating classification results (see, e.g., [Dabboor and Geldsetzer, 2014b,Wang
et al., 2018,Wei et al., 2019,Dabboor et al., 2014,Song et al., 2017,Tong et al., 2019]). The
jm distance is bounded between [0, 2] and is based on the mean and variance of two
classes [Richards and Jia, 2006].
The jm distance between two classes i and j for normally distributed data is defined
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as [Richards and Jia, 2006]:
JMi j = 2(1 − e−di j ) (A.1)





















wheremj andmi are themean values of the two samples, and Σj and Σi are the covariances
(or the standard deviations for one-dimensional case) of the two classes [Richards and
Jia, 2006]. This distance measure can only be used for normally distributed data.
All features derived from sar data are to some extent influenced by the incidence angle.
The same incidence angle range should therefore be used when comparing two classes.
Figure A.1 illustrates this, where two regions of interests (ROIs) (oil and clean sea) cover
the same incidence angle range. Figure A.2 shows the corresponding histograms and the
high jm distance (from equation A.1) between the two classes. The one-dimensional case
is used in Paper I for oil versus sea separation.
The jm distance with the Bhattacharyya distance as input assumes Gaussian distribution of
the input data, which may not always be the case for features derived from sar data.
Figure A.1: The VV-intensity (in dB) and region of interests covering the oil slick (red box) and a
clean sea area (blue box). Radarsat-2 data and Products © MDA LTD. 2015 - All Rights
Reserved.
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Figure A.2: Histograms of the VV-intensity (in dB) from pixels covering oil and clean sea (see
Figure A.1). The Jeffries-Matusita distance between the two classes are also displayed
in the plot.
A.2 Two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov Test
The two-sample ks test determines whether or not there is a statistically significant
difference between two classes. The ks test is a non-parametric or distribution-free
test [Massey, 1951], where the null hypothesis is that two classes are drawn from the same
population distribution. The ks test outputs the ks statistic, which is used as a separability
measure. The ks test is most sensitive around the median value and less sensitive at the
extremes of the sample cumulative distribution functions (CDF) [Casey et al., 2016]. The
ks test is therefore useful for identifying shifts in the probability distribution functions
between two classes [Press et al., 2007].
The sample CDF is estimated from the probability density function, and since we are
dealing with discrete random variables the sample cumulative distribution functions
(FX (x)) are estimated with a sum, i.e., [Stark and Woods, 2011]
FX (x) = P(X ≤ x) =
∑
xi ≤x
P(X = xi ) =
∑
xi ≤x
f (xi ), (A.3)
where P(X ≤ x) represents the probability that the random variable X has a value less
than or equal to x , and f (xi ) is the probability density function (pdf). The two-sample ks
test inputs two sample CDFs and test whenever their statistical distribution are the same
(the null hypothesis is accepted), and is based on the maximum distance between the two






The ks statistic is only used in Paper IV, and the top panel of Figure A.3 shows the VV-
intensity image from Radarsat-2 with two regions of interest of grease/frazil ice and first
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year ice (see Paper IV for more detailed descriptions of these sea ice types). The bottom
panel of Figure A.3 shows their corresponding histograms, the CDFs, and the ks statistics
between the two CDFs. The ks statistics, bounded between [0, 1], are used to estimate
the p-value. The p-value is the evidence against a null hypothesis. If the p-value is less
than the significance level (for example 5%), then the null hypothesis is rejected. If the
ks statistics is close to 1, then the two samples are considered different (their underlying
distributions are different), whereas a value close to 0 indicates equal distribution and
acceptance of the null hypothesis.
The two-sample ks takes the sample CDFs as input, whereas the jm distance uses the
mean and variance of two classes as input. These measures are based on the similarity
between two classes based on their statistical properties. However, to investigate the
correlation and the degree of association between two classes, the Spearman and Pearson
correlation coefficients are useful. The Spearman correlation coefficient (used in Paper IV)
is discussed in the upcoming section.
Figure A.3: Top: The VV-intensity (in dB) and region of interests covering grease/frazil ice (red
box) and a first year ice (orange box). Radarsat-2 data and Products © MDA LTD.
2015 - All Rights Reserved. Bottom: Histograms (left panel) and CDF (right panel) of
the VV-intensity (in dB) from pixels covering grease/frazil ice and first year ice. The
two-sample KS statistic between the two classes is displayed in the right panel.
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A.3 The Spearman Correlation Coefficient
The Spearman correlation coefficient considers the degree of association between two
variables (X and Y) of the same size, and the parametric equivalent is the Pearson product-
moment correlation [Corder and Foreman, 2009]. The Spearman correlation coefficient is
defined as [Corder and Foreman, 2009]:








where dR is the difference between ranked pairs (rg(X)-rg(Y)) and n is number of data
points [Corder and Foreman, 2009]. A vector is constructed by sorting the values in
ascending order, and the rank corresponds to the value’s position in the vector. If any
values in the vector are tied then the rank is based on their average rank, named tied rank.
For example, if X = [1, 3, 4, 1, 3], then the ranked vector is [1, 3, 5, 2, 4], and the tied rank
vector is rд(X ) = [1.5, 3.5, 5, 1.5, 3.5].
If the Spearman correlation coefficient is close to 1 or −1 then the two variables have a
nearly perfect positive or negative relationship, whereas a correlation close to 0 indicates a
week or trivial relationship [Corder and Foreman, 2009]. The benefit of using Spearman’s
instead of Pearson’s correlation coefficient is that the Spearman correlation coefficient
is less sensitive to outliers. Figure A.4 shows an example of two scatter plots of the
regions displayed in Figure A.3, where the Spearman correlation coefficients are calculated
between two features (VV-intensity and the copolarization ratio (HH/VV)). The left panel
shows a strong correlation,whereas the right panel shows none/trivial relationship between
the two features [Corder and Foreman, 2009].
The Spearman correlation coefficient [Spearman, 1904] (also known as the Spearman
rank correlation) is used in Paper IV to evaluate the correlation between features derived
from Radarsat-2 and RISAT-1 overlaps.
Figure A.4: Scatter plots of two sea ice regions (Grease/frazil ice and first year ice) shown in
Figure A.3 with their corresponding Spearman correlation coefficients between two
features (VV-intensity and the copolarization ratio).
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